Bearing applications o n large-capacity scraper wheels
pose two problems to design engineers. One is the heavy
loads. The other is wear. Engineers solve both problems
at once by mounting scraper wheels on Timkena tapered
roller bearings. Line contact between rollers and races
of Timken bearings provides extra load-carrying capacity.
The true rolling motion and incredibly smooth surface
finish of Timken bearings practically eliminate friction
and wear within the bearing.

Cups are mounted in the counterbored hubs. The use of Timken
bearings in this application keeps the shaft concentric with the
housing, thus the seals are more effective in keeping dirt out,
lubricant in.

R E M A R K R E G U S. P A T . OFF

TAPERED ROllER BEARINGS

Some of the engineering problems you'll face
after graduation will involve bearing applications. If you'd like to learn more about this phase
of engineering, we'll be glad to help. For a copy
of the 270-page General Information Manual on
Timken bearings, write today to The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And
don't forget to clip this page for future reference.

The Westinghouse Graduate
Student [raining Program
was ttarted more than 5 0
years ago. Through the years
tt has been improved to keep
pace with the growth and development o f We~tmgbouse.
Experienced counsellors are
idways (in call to help you
establish hearings iw planaing y o u r career.

Packing the equivalent of 27,000 hp at 700 mph in a 3,000 pound turbojet is an achievement that calls for a high degree of co-ordination and
skill in research, engineering, manufacturing and application.
Key to achievements like this at Westinghouse, we believe, is the science
ot man-power development through which we are able to place engineering graduates in the right work. . to best utilize their education, training
and talents most effectively.
To help you find your best field, you would enter the Graduate Student
Training Program, in which you get basic training; later special training;
then, with the assistance of an experienced counsellor, placement in
the field of your choice. In this way you get set for a successful future.
For complete details about the Westinghouse Plan, send for our 3 2 page booklet-"Finding Your Place in Industry."
G-10174

.

To obtain copy of
"Finding Your Place in Industry", consult Placement
Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to:
Mr. S. H. Harnson
District Educational Co-ordinator

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
i10 Bush Street
San Francisco 8, California
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At AiResearch you work in daily contact with engineers
outstanding in aeronautical research. You join a team
that has made the dreams of yesterday the facts of today
. . that is working constantly on translating today's
theories into tomorrow's realities.
Acccssorips developed and manufactured b y the
AiResearch Manufacturing Company are vital to all
modern high-speed, high-altitude flight.

.

AiResearch policy is to provide its engineers with fine
working conditions, top salaries, and every chance for
promotion and self-improvement. There's no ceiling on
what you can learn . or earn!
Aircraft training is not necessary. Intelligence and
ambition are. There a r e immediate openings i n
Los Angeles and Phoenix, Arizona. Apply to: James
Crawford, Administration Engineer, Los Angeles.

..

GA
LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA * PHOENIX, ARIZONA

DESIGNER AND

Air Turbine Refrigeration

Heat Transfer Equipmen!

FACTURER OF AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT IN THESE MAJOR CATEGORIES

Electric Actuators

Gas Turbines

Cabin Superchargers

pneumatic Power Unilf

Electronic Controls

Cabin Pressure Controls

%
'

Temperature Controls

ANATICS in Germany, India, even some in America,

say we should scatter our billions over the world
in order to use up our surplus; otherwise (they say)
it will dam up on us and cause a depression.
It is entirely possible that we should give away
those billions for humanitarian reasons- that is
another matter. But don't let's let greedy foreigners
and stupid Americans say we're doing it for our own
selfish interests. And don't let anyone of us think
we are doing it by "soaking the rich". We are giving
away (and, remember, perhaps we should, so long
as we do it with eyes open) our standard of living.
u and I work, not for dollars but for what those
dollars will buy. The more things there are in
America, the more your day's work and mine will
buy. The more steel there is in America, the more
automobiles you can get at a low price. The more
cloth, the more suits you can own. The more food
there is, the better you and your family will eat.

OR I.E$S WITH WARNER

There can only be so much of those things.
you ship them away; you do without. You seldom
ship money abroad; money is
exchange for the things that are
untry, out of your reach.
Perhaps that's good, perhaps that's wise. But we
should realize what we're doing. Whatever we
away abroad comes out of what we have at home.
Unless, of course, each of us produces that much
more at his machine or plow or desk every day.
every one of us produces more efficiently we
have the satisfaction of knowing we are doing
something for the world without destroying America
the one strong hope of the world. If we
"share the wealth" with the world, we will soon
e sharing nothing but poverty. If we share our
ncreased production and demand increased production in return, there will then be wealth an
strength to share.

...

WASEY TURRET LATHES,

THE PLANETS
by Harold C. Urey
Yale University Press

$5.00

Reviewed by Robert S. Richardson
Mount Wilson and
Palomar Observatories
T IS ALWAYS HARD to explain to
people whj the field in astronomj
which has the greatest popular appeal-the
stud! of the planets-ithe one mosi consistent1I neglected
h j astronomers. When Mars is bright
i n the sk\. peoplr picture astronomers busil? scanning its disk fox
signs of life. and it always comes a"
a shock when the? are told that telescopes at large observatories are seldom turned on the planet^ except for
the benefit of visiting firemen.
Astronomers have preferred to
range far afield, to the neglect of
bodies in theil own backyard. probably more through expediencl than
indifference. The starb present us
with problems relating to matter

in an elementar? state which we can
attack theoretically with some hope
oi success. But when we come to
the planets. we are confronted by
matte1 in the form of solid compounds for which our best theories
are often little more than conjectures.
Furthermore, study of the planets
demand" a borderline knowledge of
several subiects which few astronomers possess to any degree. Undoubtedly the question most often
asked an astronomei is. "Do you
believe there is life on Mars?" But
h m many astronomers are equipped
to give an intelligent opinion on this
all-absorbing topir? The person to
whom the question should really be
directed is a biologist: or better still,
a biologist and an astronomer working as a team. Recently an effort
has been made in this direction, with
the result that important advances
in planetar> research have already
resulted.
The Planets is a discussion of the
origin and development of the solar
system, especially the terrestrial
planets. from the standpoint of the
physical chemist. The author starts
with the assumption that the solar

over a quarter of a century the Pratt & Whitney
craft Division of United Aircraft Corporation
epended upon creative engineering to bring its
products to the forefront.
How well this idea has worked is amply demonstrated by the outstanding leadership record which
Pratt & Whitney has established in both piston and
turbine aircraft engine types.
And for the future, because of its sound engineering
background and research facilities, Pratt & Whitney is
one of the few companies in the country to be sele
to develop an atomic powered engine for aircraft.

system consisted originally of a
"dark globule" about lo4 astronomical units in diameter, and evolved
along the lines p o s t u l a t e d b j
Weizsacker, ter Haar, Kuiper, and
others. The globule contracted with
an increase in temperature until at
length a star surrounded by a discoidal mass of gas and dust emerged.
Turbulence within the mass led to
the formation of protoplanets which
increased their temperature b\ contraction. Planetesimals were also
formed about this time and grew
into larger bodies which moved in
and out through regions of varying
temperature. Toward the end of this
stage mosi of the lighter elements
had escaped, leaving the system nearly devoid of gas.
The terrestrial planets grew from
accretion by impact with the planetesimals. In the absence of gas the
bodies lost heat rapidly by radiation, until the temperatures of the
planets were about the same as those
that exist at present. This is one of
the most important conclusions of
the book: that the earth and othei
terrestrial planets were formed at
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Creative engineering will continue to be given top
emphasis at Pratt & Whitney-and it might well be
the best answer to your future too-if you want a
chance to put your own ideas to work.
Why not find out where you could fit into this great
engineering organization? Consult your Placement
Counselor or write to Frank W. Powers, Engineering
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CABLE CORPORATION

CONTINUED

much lower temperatures than habeen general]? supposed. This i? so
contrarj to our previous way of
thinking that man! will probable
find it hard to accept at first. Undoubted]! the molten globe hypothesis is due foi a lingerinsf death.
The origin oi the surface features
of the moon is discussed at consideiable length. Ilrej believe, with Baldwin that both the craters and maria
were formed h j the impact of meteorites and planetesimals. From inspection of the surface features it
is possible to dra'vv a surprising
amount o i information about the
collisions that produced them. The
Mare Imbrium. tor example, is due
to the impact of a planetesimal 100
km in radium which approached the
moon at a lo^ angle from the northeast with a velocity of 2.4 km,'sec.
The pressure developed at contact
wa- 170.000 atmospheres. enough to
make the material flew like a liquid
and splash to great distances.
The hook is written in the form
ot a scientific paper with no attempt
at popularizatioi whatevet . Anyone

who picks it up with the idea that
he can obtain a quick fill-in on the
latest thought on the evolution oi the
solar system will be quickl! disillusioned, Some sections are so detailed that they can hardl! he "read"
at all, The? are almost like table's in
sentence form.
That man? will disagree with the
arguments and conclusion%drawn i?
inevitable. As- the authoi remarks.
everj important argument has to be
qualified with numerous, "possible;?"
and "probables3 and othei adjective*
and adverbs-,expressive of doubt and
uncertainty. But there can be no dibagreement as to the value of the
s t i m u l a t i n g and thought-provoking
material which Dr. llrex ha? contributed to a field in which feu
qualified researchers have dared to
venture in the past.
ELECTROLYTIC MANGANESE
AND ITS ALLOYS
by Reginald S. Dean
$ 1 2.00
Ronald Press, New York

Reviewed b? Donald S. Clark
Professor of Mechanical Enginerrrnt:,
R . R. S. DEAYis recognized a;- an
authority on the subject of manga-

ÃÃ

nese. He ha& been associated with
developments in the production of
manganese in the United States for
a long period of time. Much of this
experience was gained through his
connection with the United States
Bureau of Mines. where he was chief
metallurgist and assistant director.
and responsible for the direction of
the Bureaus program foi utilization
of mineral resources - particular!)
manganese.
A book of this charactel is one of
reference. It will not find widespread use because ot its degree of
specialization; hence the cost of the
book is high. However, fox those
who wish to have a reliable book
containing extensive data on manganese and its alloys for reference.
togethei with an extensive hibliograph? on the subject, the hook is
worth the price.
A Iittle more than one-third of
the book is concerned with the production and properties of electrolytic manganese. while the remaindei
deal's with nonferrous and ferrous
alloys of electrolvtic manganese. The
hook is well filled with tables and
curves b j which the quantitative
information on maganese allovs' 1s
presented.

has been compiled for professional and student
engineers who want their information in one
volume. Designed for ease for use, with tables,
diagrams, and charts.

.

was assembled by experts to
ost pertinent and
up-to-date material for pump
Substantially
on and gold-conpages.

*
covers pumping problems encountered in buildings, waterworks, sewage treatment plants, oil refineries,
mines and quarries, irrigation, power plants, food an
chemical plants, paper mills, and in many other applications.

More and more of America's outstanding engineers are carving fine careers for
themselves at Boeing. They've found a
future here in an Engineering Division
that's been growing steadily for over
35 years.
If you measure up, there's great opportunity here for you, too, and the
rewarding experience of working on
some of the nation's most vital programs such as the B-52 and B-47 let
bombers, guided missiles and other
revolutionary developments.

You'll associate with men of highest
renown, men who can help further your
own standing. You'll find here research
facilities that are among the world's
finest. And you'll enjoy a good salary
that grows with you.
More housing is available in Seattle
than in most other malor industrial
centers. Or, if you prefer the Midwest,
similar openings are available at the
Boeing Wichita, Kansas, Plant. Inquiries indicating such a preference will
be referred to the Wichita Division.

Decide now to build your career at
Boeing after graduation. Boeing has
continuing needs for experienced and
junior aeronautical, mechanical, electrical, electronics, civil, acoustical,
weights and tooling engineers for
design and research; for servo-mechanism designers and analysts; and for
physicists and mathematicians with
advanced degrees.
For further information,
consult your Placement Office or write:

JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer- Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington

Today's gunnery is a far cry from the days of slugging
it out at close range -i t demands split-second
Solution8 to constantly varying, increasingly complex
mathematical problems. Only continuous
engineering advances in electronic instrumentation can
accomplish this feat.
Thirty-four years of outstanding engineering
design and precision manufacture have gone into Anna's
leadership in this vital supply link to our nation's
Armed Forces. Through specialized knowledge in
electronic instrumentation, in the years to come
Anna will contribute even more significantly to our
industrial and military might.

-

-

This booklet "Engineering at Armo" emphasizes the
importance of engineers, physicists and mathematicians
at Arma. You may find i t the prologue to your career. Write
for your copy to Engineering Division, Arma Corporation,
254 36th Street, Brooklyn 32, N. Y,

254 36th Street, Brooklyn 32, N. Y
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This month's cover shuvi.^ \. 1 . Hddgrn-Smit, P i o t ?-,so r ^il Biu-Orgailie
Chemistrv at the Institute, dud Frank
Hirosaw a, Re~edrch Vssistant, f ractiuliating t~iaterial wllei ted liuui mug.
Dr. Hadgen-Smit re<eiitly roinpleted d
lull \ e a r iis f ~ l l - i i ~ ~ Kesedrth
it"
( 011.ultant to the Lus b i g e l e ~ \ir Poilutiun < ontrol District, nuiking un the
.mug p~uLlem. In the Drcembei. 1^50,
it^ue ol Â£ Dr. Haageri-Smit made
dii uilurinative
iepuil on the initial
.tage'- ul ~iiiug I vseari 1. On page 1 1
111 this ib'iue, in ihe drticle, '"mug
Rei-earch Pays Oft." he brings this
e w a r r h btorv up to date.

\-"iistdrit k'ruiesbur
VIethani~dlEngmeering, hd'iii't ttutten iin d i t d e Jur E&,S ^mie \1dv,
i
ie \ e been getting I equests
1951-but
fui +pare (upies ul that ishue oi the
niagazine ever airii e. \erne people M ill
wen xu "u iai a, to ^av that the
KM-opoulos iirticle, "Take 1'hat L e d
Out ut ) o u r Shoes." is the funniest
the) ve ever lead. Wpll, we'll itfmit
it'+ the fuuriie'tt \ + e \ e ever fun-dud
ilirel t i u u r dtteutiuri iu the fact that
Dr. Kyrupuulos has another .~utumut~ve
article 111 i his i-tsue- 'High ( urupres*iun Engine%..' on page 17. But let thib
) e tan niirnina; to all <irixiuus ie<uler;s.
..I his one is nut lur laughs. There iust
i.in'~ aiiythirig luiiiiv about :I lush (.OIIIPeter Kyropoulos,

Ãˆ

John Weir's Engineerm!.; ( r~sis,.' un
page 23. i'i adapted hum the talk he
gave 1111 i hib 'ublei t un \lumni k i n l i a r Dav last mouth. Dr. Wen 15 \ ' T ~ I I I late in Psvchulugy iit the Institute.
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The scene is "darkest Africa".

and farm, brings the fruits of American
technical genius to the strange places of
the world.

But Africa is lightening. Manys quest
for minerals, for new areas for agriculture
and trade, is slashing ultra-modern, glaring-white air strips in once impenetrable
jungle.
Those pavers, portable air compressors,
pumps and air tools-such as you might
see working a city street-are Worthington Blue Brutes going to ''lay a carpet"
in that hole in the jungle.
Thus, Worthington, a major producer
of equipment for public works, industry

Good Water and Sanitation-engine;
pumps water treatment- comminutors
air compressors air tools

.

1

-

And illustrates, too, how the unique
American talent of diversification helps
public, employees and stockholders. For
Worthington makes many things-not
just construction equipment and pumps,
but also engines, water works machinery,
powertransmission, petroleum equipment,
air conditioning and refrigeration, many
others.
Such diversification builds stability

-

Lower-Cost Manufacturing-pumps
compressors steam turbines * motors
power transmission air conditioning

.

makes Worthington, 112yearsold, astrong
link in the chain of American business.
Worthington Corporation, formerly
Worthington P u m p a n d Machinery
Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey.

. ..

- - .

P e t r o l e u m Products-compressors
engines
pumps chilling equipment
refrigeration decoking systems

M o r e Abundant Food-compressors
fertilizer mixers * air conditioning
refrigeration * pumps

in this aiea lei1 us how. (HI d e a l days.
thev used to be dble lo -ee ('a~alina Island irom their
houses in the toothills. i\ow. we talk about a nice clear
day when we -ee only hve to ten miles dwav.
V decrease in lisibilitv is lo be expected hen -10
many ~ e o p l econgregate in an area, but during ihe wai
w a r s a few objectionable features were added. 1
peculiar -me11 developed-rometimeireminiscent ol
bleachpowder, sometime" of ozone, but usuallv with
-uch an individual character that it i s referred to as
smog odor. Because ot the great sensitivitv ut our -'enhe
of -me11 we can -pol this odor Iong before a dense haze
reduces the iisibility to less than half a mile, and eve
irritation begins to be telt.
To these effects were added throat and nose irritation.
Farmers noticed a peculiar damage to [heir leajv vegetables. Gardeners became aware of the veilowing of
newlv -ceded lawns. And rubber manufacturers became
concerned about the pronounced rubber cracking ob-erved in the iiiea.
It was some time before the public became .3uthcientlv
aroused dnd demanded that something be done about
this air pollution problem. In 1947 an organization
was formed which could -1udv the problem tegardless
of city limits, dnd which vias given the legal tools to
eniorce [he measures ueces*arv tor improving the --i~ualion. This organization now lunctious ite the Lob 41igeles
(.ountv \n' Pollution Control Districi,
There were plenty of opinions 011 how to attack the
pioblem. 4t one end ol the -.(-ale were those vi ho did
l o t see the use ot any research. rheir philosophv was,
"Where there- ymoke. there- vnog." Vt the other end
of the scale were those who wanted to poslpone taking
aiiv restraining measures at all until research had definitelv established which particular 'ources contributed
to the -mug nuisance and whether thev could be called
health hazards.
Fortunatelv for those sutteriiig from <mot;, the riewlv
LU riMERS

tounded District- under ihe guidance ot Dr. Louis C.
McCabe. decided that obvious wurces of smoke and
turner should be coiiiiolled, and that-palallel
to ihis
program-research
should be varried out on the rhemical analvqis o f the dir lo iliscover the presence ot dnv
unknown pollutants.
This program has been eairied nut Ã § i t great vigor
bv Dr. McCabe'+ -ucce'-sor. Mr. Gordon P. Laii-on. Dust
and fumes from numerous qources have been reduced to
the level thev Ã § e r at before 1040. Vlthough some improvemeni \\ah noticeable after ihei-e known 'ource*
were tor the inost part controlled, dense -mag cori~inued
io loll over Los Aiigeles and its environs. The diiswer
to this puzzling problem has been aiven bv research
on smog.
This research was carried out at the District Ldboratorv and, in addition, contracts were made with the
(alifornia lristitute of T~chnoloev. the I n i v ~ r < i t yof
California, Chanev Laboratories. the Bureau of Mines,
the Bureau of qandards, and Beckman Instrumeui*. Inc.
In this way. experts in the held 0f analvsis, plant phy-iology. instrumentation, meteorologv and aerosols were
mobilized in an tittark on the problem.
It was found that the 111ost characteristic chemical
property of the Los Inseles air during a -mug period
was the oxidizing capacity demonstrated in the release
of iodine trom neutral buttered potas*ium iodide ~ l u lions. The presence o t perovides of organic nature waspostulated, atid it was leasonable to as-iunie that thew
in oxidation procehse* of oiganic
~ ~ ~ uurigiriate
l d
material in [he air with oiher air constituents, *uch as
ozone and nitroeen oxide*. These I eactions v, ere demonstrated bv a vaporphase oxidation of unsaturated hvdrocarbons with ozone m d with nitrogen oxides. When a
cracked gasoline was used 3s a source ot olefins, aerosols were produced which were eve-irritating and which
also -.imulated the imell usuallv associated with Los
A ngeles smug.

ZONE CONTENT OF AIR
UBBER CRACKING
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a*. smog becomes more severe

Evidence that these reaction-, pla) a role in the Los
Angeles smog problem came from the stud\ of rubbel
cracking and crop damage in thi-. area. It ha? long
been known that ozone ha- a characteristic cracking
action on rav or vulcanized rubhei when the rubber is
undei strain in a bent 01 stretched condition. Low
concentration* of ozone are used commerciall> for comparative test+ on rubhei compounds. but when a standardized rubbei is used this method can serve as a
sensitive measure ioi ozone concentration. The normal
cracking time in the Lo\ Angeles area on smog-free days
is 40-60 minuteh. corresponding to 0.02-0.03 parts per
million of ozone. On a severe smog da\ value'- a;- high
aq 0.22 part\ pel million have been measured', corresponding to an initial cracking time of only six
minutes. In thi+ case. the cracking time of the rubber
was determined even houi. and the corresponding ozone
values plotted (above I . The sharp rise shown on the
chart correspond- closel; to the subjective judgment
of the severity oi the smog. Enzymatic methods have
shown thai the peroxide+-the
reaction products of
ozone and organic material-show
a similat rise during
the smog period.
An important contribution to the understanding of
the chemistr~ oi the Lo* A n p i e - smog wa+ made b? the
stiich of crop damage in a cooperative enterprise of the
LO-. Angeles Lounti \\i Pollution Control District, the
California Institute oi Technology and the Ilniversity of
California. For the determination of the crop damapny
material< preseni in the air. five different planti- were
used-spinach. beet-. endive, oat + and alfalfa. The smog
symptom- on thew indicator plant'; are thr production
of a metallic sheen on the lower surface of leave;- on
spinach. sugai beets and endive: yellowing of oat";
and a bleachin? of the leave" of alfalfa. producing an
oak leaf pattern. These varied svmptoms distinguish
t h i ~damage from the efieci of previously known toxic
materials.
In vie-w of the strong oxidizing action of the smog,

and the suspected presence of considerable amount;? of
easily oxidizable material from petroleum products.
fumigations were carried out with ozone and vapors
of a cracked gasoline. The development of the damage
symptoms, such as oiliness of the underside of the leaves
of spinach and endive after a few hours of fumigation,
as well as the further development of the symptoms on
all five indicator plants, was indistinguishable from that
noticed on planto exposed to smog.
To establish the nature of the agent responsible for
the damaging effects. die gasoline wai distilled in tendegree fractionh and these were released in a fumigation
room together with ozone. Maximum damage was
obtained with the fractions boiling between 39 and 69
degrees Centigrade. These results are shown in Chart A
(p. 13 I , in which the estimated degree of damage is
plotted against the average boiling point of the gasoline
tractions used in the fumigations. A prerequisite for
this effect is the presence of a double bond. Howevei.
the size of the molecule has a pronounced influence on
the severity of the reaction. In fumigation with ozone
and homologues of ethylene. optimum plant damage
is observed with olefins of 5 and 6 carbon atoms. as can
be seen in Chart R.
The concentration of ozone at which damage occurs
with the olefins is well within the range of the ozone
concentrations found in the atmosphere. In fumigation
experiments with ozone a series of oxidation products
a
is formed. The primary product. the ozonide-itself
peroxide-undergoes
a series of changes leading to
other peroxides and finally to aldehydes. ketoneb and
organic acids. It has been shown that the active agent
must he found in the peroxides formed as intermediateb
in the oxidation of the hydrocarbons.
In addition to ozone there is another powerful oxidation agent in the smog atmosphere: the nitrogen
oxides. These oxides, under the influence of light.
rapidly oxidize organic materials. To stud) these
reactions. a fumigation room was built from Plexiglasb,
which permits the use of practically the entire spectrum
of the sun available to the lower regions of the a t m o ~
phere. When a cracked gasoline was released in thC
presence of nitrogen oxides and sunlight. typical smog
damage on plants was observed. I n addition. eharacteristic smog odor and eye irritation were apparent.

Ozone i n air is measured b y effect on rubber under
strain. Degree o f cracking indicate.$ concentration.

In order to determine the nature of the hydrocarbons
which, upon oxidation, are responsible for the eye
irritation, ten-degree fractions of gasoline were used,
while the oxidant was adjusted to 0.4 ppm. of nitrogen
dioxide and 0.2 ppm. of ozone. These conditions duplirate those present in the atmosphere during smog
conditions.
Observers sensitive to eye irritation on smog days
compared their reactions in these fumigations w i t h those
experienced undei conditions of natural smog. In
experiments with concentrations of 1.6 pprn. of gasoline
fractions the eye irritation was definite in the range of
50 to 8OC C. as shown in Chart C. A comparison of
Charts A and C shows that maximum plant damage and
eve irritation occur in about the same boiling-point
region of the gasoline fractions. Eye irritation is, however. observed also in fractions with boiling points
below 35' C.
These findings were confirmed with pure olefins, and
definite 'mog effects were obtained with concentrations
as low as 0.2 ppm. of hydrocarbon. AS) in the crop
damage experiments, the irritating agent consists of
p r o x i d e s ; the end products of the oxidation-aldehydes
and acids-cannot be responsible for the irritating action
since their concentrations, even upon complete conversion of the hydrocarbons, are considerably lower
than those required for irritation.
Experiments in the fumigation house using NOa and
Oo and sunlight for the oxidation of the gasoline fractions have shown that within a few minutes a haze
develops. These effect'- are especially noticeable w i ~ h
ring compounds with a double bond in the ring. Experiments on the oxidation of di-cyclopentadiene and
indene in the presence of NOo (nitrogen dioxide), O3
(ozone) and Yunlight have shown that in a coricentralion of 50 parts per million of hydrocarbon a blue haze
completely obscuring the vision over a distance of onlv
eight feet fills the room. Even at 10 ppm. the blurring
of objects is already noticeable over this short distance.
V large part of the aerosol droplets collected from
the air have been shown to be of an oilv nature. and the
chemical analysis-, has shown that their composition
tmembles that of droplets found in the a~titk'allvproduced aerosols of oxidized hvdrocaiboris.
Parallel w iih these investigatioris. the analvtical woik
carried out on "amples of pollutants collected o n filters
and in bubblers has shown the presence of the more
stable end products of the reactions mentioned above.
In the hands of Dr. Martin Shepherd of the National
Bureau of Standards, the mass spectrograph gave valuable information on the multitude of hydrocarbons
piehent in the Los Angeles air, and in addition he was
able to show the sirnilaiity between the artificially oxidized mixtures of hydrocarbon and that occurring in
inlog.
The most puzzling property of the smog air, the high
oxidizing capacity, remained to be solved. This oxidant,
calculated as ozone, amounts to 0.5 - 0.6 ppm. on severe
.mog days. Thib oxidant is measured bv iodine ele ease
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trom neutral buttered KJ I potassiuni iodide I +elutions
and a large part oi the iodine iclease i b iiue to the
presence of iiitrogen oxides. which, i n the (*oncentralions
at which ihev occur in the Lob 4ngeles atniusphere,
oxidize the KI solution. The more interestingiraction
of the so-called total oxidant of -mug is that which
closely simulates the behavior of ozone in giving typical
rubber cracking. This fraction \\as %hewn to rise during severe smog, dud, in the standardized iubber cracking test mentioned earlier. "racking times of -ix minuies
were observed, eorresporidirig to an ozone concentration
of 0.22 ppm. The natural ozone concentration on the
earth 'urface is reported to be of the order of
0.02-0.03 pprn.
These values were confirmed by using the lubber
crackingtest in unpolluted debert and beach area^).
It i b unlikelv thai additional ozone could be drawn

f rorn the highel atmosphere when the presence oi inveision condition* characteristic of smog conditions prevents thi- free exchange. Further evidence against such
a possibility i^ presented h\ the nearh complete absence
of rubber cracking at night. Thi* observation points to
photochemical processes in the formation of the rubbe]
cracking material.
Rapid rubber cracking comparable to that observed
during smog periods wa- observed during the plant
fumigation experiments with nitrogen oxide" and sunlight onl? in the presence ol organic material. such ahydrocarhonh.
When gasoline traction'- are used in concentrations
of 0.1 to 1 ppm. the presence of 0.4 ppm. NOa. rapid
cracking occuis- in the same boiling-point region in
which the most intense crop damage has been found, ashown in Chart D on page 1.';. This etter! on ruhbei
wa:? confirmed hy the use oi branched saturated hydrocarbon', and olehn, a'" well as theil oxidation products:
alcohol-' aldehyde,. ketone5 and acids. The rubber
cracking material wah isolated and identified as ozone.
li i- interesting to note that the most marked ozone
formation in oxidation oi gasoline fraction* oecurs in
the same boiline point region where the most extensive
crop damage and eye irritation havr been observed, and
we conclude thai ozone formation and peroxide tormation are closely related phenomena. In man\ oi these
oxidation- we have shown that the amount of ozone
formed i- man? times greatei than that ol the organic
material 0 1 the nitrogen oxide. present. and we have to
conclude that ozone i;- formed in a chain reaction.
The photochemical dissociation of NO, with sunlight
provide< a continuous source of atomic oxygen lor this
reaction, since NO, I>- regenerated through oxidation
0 1 N O hv moleculai oxvgen. It is postulated that in
the chain reaction leading to ozone formation. peroxide
radical. arc formed which read with molerulai oxygen
to iorrri ozone. 4ftei the peroxide radical ha!-. ele eased
one of it- o x v p n atoms, it ma? be reoxidized and
again react with molecular oxvgen,
To test thi- hypothesi- the photochemical oxidation
ol diacetyl was studied, since it k known that diarety-l
undei the influence of light easily form. free radicals.
In thi- experiment the addition of NOy iq not neressarj
to1 the transie~ of lighf energy, since diacetyl absorbs
light in the visible range ni the spectrum. Diacetyl in
concentrations of 2000 ppm. in a 2 litel flask gives
rapid rubbei cracking. and in hall an hour the concentration of ozone has reached 30 ppm. The lowest concentration of diacetyl at which cracking of rubber could
hr observed wah 40 ppm.
It ha. been proven by isolation and chemical identification that ozone was also formed in thib case. These
finding* were confirmed by mas* spectrographic measurements carried out by the Consolidated Engineering
Corporation. Rubhei cracking without the addition of
nitrogen oxide i- observed when butyl nitrite is exposed
to light. 1t i- known thai. in the absence of oxygen.
a l k ~ lradicals and nitrogen oxide- are lormed b j the

decomposition of butyl nitrite. Oui expectation hat, in
the presence of oxygen, ozone would be formed, was
confirmed h j the rapid rubber cracking observed.
In the photochemical oxidations with nitrogen oxides.
ozone formation up to several parts per million has been
demonstrated with concentrations of ail pollutants of
the same order of magnitude as those found in the smog
atmosphere. The abnormallj high ozone content of
smog a n , and consequent severe rubber cracking during
such a period- is therefore readih accounted for b l the
ozone formed in these reactions-.
The experimentall? demonstrated ozone formation in
ail containing hydrocarbons or their oxidation products.
and nitrogen oxides under the influence of sunlight.
establisheb a definite relation between the major
nuisances observed during a smog period and i n strong
evidence of their common origin.
On the basis of experiments it is possible to condense
the major features in the development of irritating and
nuisance effects in the Lo< Angeles- atmosphere, a*
shown in the diagram below. The oxidant is represented
h\ a complex of factors consisting of atomic oxygen
formed b j the photochemical dissociation oi nitrogen
dioxide and ozone produced in the photochemical
oxidation of organic material. The oxidant react-with hydrocarbons and their oxidation product!-), producing peroxide? and further degradation products. The
arroJv leading from the peroxides to the oxidant indicates
the participation of these compounds or their radicals in
the formation of ozone. Included in the general picture
is the oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide a5
a contributo~to the decrease in visibility. This oxidation
is known to be catalysed in the presence of nitrogen
oxides, which are released at the same time in combustion
processes.
As- a result of the teamwork initiated h? the LoAngeles Ail Pollution Control District the majoi cause
of the smog has- been recognized. The problem of crop
damage, eye irritation, haze. smell and ozone formation
has- been brought to a practical solution. All these phenomena are due to the same cause-the
emission of
large quantities of hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides
to the air. The District has not hesitated to follow up the
conclusions which could be drawn from the research
studies. An intense source stud? has been made of all
major contributors of organic material and of nitrogen
oxides to the air.

Atmospheric reactions in smog formation

The Second Technical and Administrative Report from
the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District reveals
that approximately 2,000 tons of hydrocarbons and 250
tons of nitrogen oxides are lost to the air daily.
The nitrogen oxides are released in all combustion
processes and have nearly doubled since 1940. This is
also true for the type of hydrocarbons which have been
,hewn to be mainly responsible for the nuisance effects
of smog: olefins and branched saturated hydrocarbons.
The main reason why nuisance symptoms developed
during the war years is to be found in the revolutionary
bhange in the composition of gasoline. The diagram
at the right shows the difference between old and new
gasoline. The nonreactive paraffins in straight run gasoline have been replaced in the cracking process by paraftins with branched chains and by oleiins. Both groups
of compounds are readily oxidized and lead to the formation of peroxides and ozone, thereby producing all of
the typical smog nuisance effects.
The cracking process gives a much higher yield of
gasoline from crude oil than the old distillation process.
With the enormous increase in the demand for gasoline
it is not economically feasible to go back to the old
process. Lntil changes in the composition of the presentdav gasoline have been made it is necessary to handle
modern gasoline a s a potential irritant, and losses have
to be prevented wherever possible.
Skimming ponds at the refinery, baking in the sun,
lose considerable quantities oi volatile material. Oldfashioned storage tanks, warming up in the sun. expel
additional hydrocarbons. Such devices belong to the
past, and will undoubtedly be ieplaced by separatorv
tanks and floating tanks.
Following the distribution of gasoline to the consumer, there are lossec involved in filling tank cars, gasoline
storage tanks at filling stationb, and finally, the tanks of
automobiles. These losses are considerable, as a rough
calculation dhows. When a gasoline tank of an automobile is filled. 15 gallons of vapor are ieplaced with
liquid. Usually we don't give any thought to this loss.
Per car filling, it amounts to the loss of about I, 10 of
a gallon, or 2.5 cents. This seems a small amount, but
-iiiiee 2.5 million galloiis of gasoline are used dailv in
[he Los Angeles area, then 2.5 million gallons of vapor
die lost in the filling of cars a l o n e ~ arelease of 50 tons
daily.
Similar losses have occurred when the gas station
filled its tanks, when the tank car was filled, etc.
f t we assume -ome four of these transfers, 200 tons of
so line are lost to the air. The engineeringdifficulties
do not seem too great to overcome such a loss, at least
at the marketing installations.
VIore difficult io solve will be the problem ol incornplete combusiion in ihe automobile. More efficient coinbustion. especially during acceleration and deceleration, might be possible. Some proposals have been made,
.uggesting the combustion of the unburned fuel in a
+eparate unit. Such ideas are, however, still in the
experimental stage, and we can hardlv expect results
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Comparison of old and new gasoline h w s the factors r f sponsible for making cracked gawline a potential irritant

of such inven~ionsin d few years. Since most of the
hydrocarbons are released during deceleration, downtown traffic with its many stop iigns contributes mateiially to the hydrocarbon losses. The construction ot
Ireewavs, iis is now going on in Los Vnge!es, will help
in cutting down the losses. Efficient (-3mmunit.y transportation will eventually replace much of the nervewracking traffic of today. and d considerable reduction
in the use of fuel, iis well as in air pollution, can he
expected.
Estimates made by the L. A. County Air Pollution
Control District -show that nearly equal quantities of
hydrocarbons dre lost bv tiutomobiles and by the petroleum industry-the
combined total amounting lo 2,000
tons daily. From -uch computations one could draw the
conclusion that automobiles and the petroleum industry
are about equal contributors to the smog condition.
However, in these compilations of data the time and
place of release of the hydrocarbons and their oxidation
products do not appear. Smog is experienced onlv during part of the dav. In Pasadena, the mountains Jisappear from view in ihe early afternoon, and reappear
after a few hours. Vt the Countv \ir Pollution laboratory at 52nd Street and Santa Fe Avenue, ihe 'mag wave
arrives in the morning and leaves in the afternoon. The
very existence of a smog wave shows hat the whole Los
Vngeles area does not produce 'mog in equal densitv.
The movement of the smog cloud over this area is
well illustrated bv map I p. 16 1 . made bv the District.
plotting the densitv of telephone complaints on a smog
day. The area of greatest pollution, first recorded at
8 o'clock in the morning, slowly moves northward and
squeezes through the gaps in the low mountain range
separating Pasadena lrom the Los 4ngeles area and at
3 o'clock has covered San Fernando and ihe San Gabriel
Valley.

The most reasonable explanation 01 thi" phenomenon
seem. t o me the sudden release of hydrocarbon" from
the relatively small refiner? area short11 aftei sunrise.
when tank* are c a r m i n e up and skimming ponds are
rapidl! beginning to lose a major part of their dailt
contrihution. which ha- collected and remained nnxolatilized during the cool night.
On the other hand. the automobile operate+ during the
whole da!. and therefore spread- ii- contribution more
evenl! during that time. In addition, the loss is spread
ovei a la1 large1 area than that from the oil industry.
Lonsequentl?. we can expect a relative!! high concentration of hvdrocarbons originating in the small refiner!
area. superimposed on a more evenly distributed 1owei
concentration frorn automobile exhaust gases. % ith wind
velocitie- of 4-5 miles pet hout. the pollutant- slonl?
move north and we should expert to see the smog rloud
approaching at about 9 o'clock at the Lount\ lahorator-v.
and ai noon 111 Pasadena.
Durins thai time. ample opportunit\ exists foi the
oxidation 01 the hvdrocarhoni. Powei plants. industrie-i
and automobile- turnish a continuou- siipph of nitrogen
oxide- loi the photochemical oxidation and formation
oj ozone. The smog wave uill be material11 reduced
through control measure- n m being taken hv the petroleum i n d u s t r ~ . There i 5 . however. a great deal more to
be done.
6
' e should realize that in each rase oi ail pollution
it i~ not verx Iikel! thai 100 percent reduction can be
achieved. A reasonable balance ha- to he found between
what i-- desirable and what i- eronomicalh feasible.
About 00(>ton- of SO were being released dail! before
the rehnerle- decided to convert some part of it to sulfui.
At present about 300 ton:? are still going into the ail.
not frorn the rehnerieb. hut from fuel burner;'. automoSince t h i ~pollution iq not ronfined to a majoi
b i l e ~ etc.
.
industrv bui I - released in millions of small rombustionh,

we have reached a situation whereb? it is difficult to
remove an? additional SO2 from the air. Fortunately.
the SO2 concentration has dropped to such a level that
it rareh exceed"- 0.1 ppm., which cannot be considered
harmful.
The same situation i-.true foi dusts and fumes of
a miscellaneous group of industries. Control device6
have been installed in man\ of them. None of these are
100 percent effective and the allowable emissions are
set aftei considerable stuch and discussionn of the economic possihilitieb.
1i is cleai. therefore. that every neu industry and
even person entering thi-i area. is going to add to the
existing a n pollution. % ith the increase in population
and the advent of neu industrie- the problem oi smog
control become% increasingly difficult. Already the Distrirt ha- studio- underway on the possibility of zoning
for ail pollution purposes. Fortunately there are definite
s i p . that we are on the road to cleanei ail. The a c t i ~ i ties of Lo- 4neeles \n Pollution District and of the
industrie;! have brought many oi the emissions to prewai level and a good start ha? already heen made on
the recovers of the majoi cause of the smog: the hydrorarhonh.
T r a d u a l l ? the frequencj with which the dense smog is
annoying us will become less and less. Eye irritation
and rrop damage will be the first symptom's to disappear.
The visibility will undoubtedly improve. but there will
remain the contrihution from individual sources like the
automobile and the incineratoi. so that the District must
call on a11 of us to cooperate in the fighi ioi clean ail.
In vie^\ of the outstanding achievement? of the Lo:?
Angelek County An Pollution Control District, we help
ourselve- when we give this law-enforcing agencj oui
wholehearted support in eradicating the smog nuisance
completeij. Smog is on the wa? out; let u? speed up
its departure and let us keep it out,

By PETER KYROPOULOS

1. General Motor's Research Engine (Rocket E n g ~ n e )

They're oroviding real gains in power as well as in specific
fuel consumption-but
there's still a joker in this game

H E HUKSEPUWER of automotive engines has been increasing steadlv during the past vears. Ronald Colman
in the iadio show. "'The Halls of I v v . exprf-st-d this.
lomewhat qualitatively. when he said, "Never has *o
much horsepower been given to i o rnanv jackasses."
This is neatly put. but the subject is open to ii more
iluantitative and detailed analysis.

\mule ,tatistics on the rhange in engine data are
Available I Ref. 1 ) . It is sufficient dad It-% tedious to
examine a ,urnmar\ ot -uch d a ~ a ,which is presented in
Table I, arid -.how the percent change in the most important design and pertormanee parameters.
Table 11 -.bows some ol the data tor engines oi
iecent design, ~t which vie -hall lake a closer look.

TABLE I

(Changes in percent)

HP/cu. in.
Compression ratio

+37.5
-36.0

4-33.0

"a";

Brake Mean effective
Bore
Stroke
Displacement
Displacement per cylinder
Piston speed
R P ~

2. DeSoto Engine

+3
- 9
-

4-

3.2
1
5

+I3

Structure of the high compression engine
Before considering performance, lei u* examine the
engine structure, Fipure'i 1. 2 and 3 s h o ~ i .respectively.
typical representative'- of current 1 -8 engines I Cadillac.
DrSoto. Studehakei ) .
All three engines. a' well a < othet- ~Oldsmobilv.
Chryslei. Lincoln 1 are 90' 1 -8 engine+ with overhead

valves. All of these engine* are near15 "square. meani n g h o r e and stroke are nearly the same I see Table T I 1 .
There are simple and valid reasons for th1.s:
All these engine$ are designer! for compression ratios
of about 12:l. even though the\ are not nov, sold with
ratios highei than at most 8 : l . The high compression
ratios require extreme rigidit! of crankcase and crankshaft; otherwise the engine will display "ioughne+."" a
term used to denote combined bending and torsional
vibration. This is not caused h\ knock hut mereb hx
high compression-end and peak pressure'-. The V-8 is
e a s i l ~balanced and made stifl. both in crankcase and
crankshail and hence i= the logical confi~uration. next
to the in-line six. The \ -6 although stiff structurally. is
not easil? balanced and offer- little advantage over a 1-8.
Overhead valves are dictated by the pometry of the
cylinder and head for high compression ratios. The
clearance volume becomes so small that an L-head doe*
not have sufficient space for valve opening. (rood valve
opening. and hence good breathing. ii- just a< important
as high compression ratio&. even though it is not nearly
as much publicized and advertised.
Bore-stroke ratio& of one and less. although common
in reciprocating aircraft engines. are new to the automotive production engine. They have resulted in a
material decrease in piston-friction and hence friction
horsepower. which ip a direct gain in brake-horsepower.
4t the same time, shortening the stroke permits increased
engine speed without increasing the mean piston speed.
The mean piston speed is a measure of the flow losses
in the intake valves: if. therefore. thii speed remains con* Thic i-also the reason wh>, in "souped-up" stork engines. the
highci the compression ratio, the more the! behave like rock
criishei \.

TABLE II

Automobile Engine
Make
Cadillac

--

--

Type

\ -8

Oldsmobile

Displacemeni Compression
cu. in.
-Ratio
-

1

Maximum
BHP

RPM at max.

BHP
--

Bore

Stroke

Bore/ stroke

3.813

3.625

1.05

331

7.5

190

4000

574

1.09

303.7

7.5

160

3600

.526

7.5

180

- -

4000
4400

Studebaker

4000

Lincoln

3900

Ford 6

3500
4000

Willys
Buick 70

in-line E

3800

Chevrolel

3400

Plymouth

3600

Ford V-8

3800

Mercury

3700

BHP, cu. in.

stant, the breathing capacity of the engine is unchanged.
The engines discussed so far appear rather similar,
which they are, indeed, with the exception of the valve
arrangement of the Chrysler "Fire-Dome" engines. The
cylinder head is hemispherical and the valves form a V
rather than being in a. plane. This arrangement is well
known and practically universally uhed in motorcvcle
and aircraft engines. The central location of the spark
plug results in a shorter flame travel than in other head
configurations. Other things being equal, the combustion
chamber with the shortest flame travel has the least
tendency to knock I Ref. 2 ) . The spherical head and
rocker arm assembly is more expensive to produce than
any other head. This tact, rather than ignorance, has
prevented manufacturers of production engines from
adopting this cylinder head. (Let us keep in mind here
that we are concerned with engines produced and producible by the million. European manufacturers with
production of 253/i cars per year are in a position to
do a lot of things which are not feasible in our production. >
Last, but not least, we have the Ford 6 (Fig. 4.) as
a typical representative of a new family of six-cylinder
engines designed along much the same lines as the new
V-8's: high compression ratio, great rigidity, short
stroke, good breathing.
In summary we can say that engine designers are improving performance :
f 1J By raising the compression ratio. This increases
power output and decreases fuel consumption.

1. Ford Engine

12 1 Bv reducingengine friction. This increases the
output per cubic inch displacement and improves
the specific tuel coiisuniptiou ( Ibs-luel, bhp-hr I .
I 3 1 By improving the breathing rapacity ol the engine. This raises the output pel cubic inch displacement and permits higher engine speeds.
which, bv itself, increase- the output.
We shall now examine the effectivene'-s o l these three
measures 'eparately.

Why high compression ratios?
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5. Brake Horsepuwer u> (A Function of Engine Speed
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We have, so ldr. compared -.tructural details ol cngines. The implication has been that it is intuitivelv
obvioub why high ccoinprei-iiioii latius &re desirable. The
question is now: just what happens to the performance
of a full-icale engine it the compresiion ratio is
increased? This has been ~uvestigated ( Ket . 5 i sing
General Victors engine, e**entiallv an Oldsmobile Rocket
in which only the compression ratio was changed. Kg. 3
-how5 brake horsepower plotted against engine *peed
For three compress-ion iatios. Peak hhp increases hv
about 20 percent \+bile the .pecihc tuel i-onsumption
decreases by the *ame amount a5 the coinpression ~ a t i ois
increased from i'i to 12. ^imilarlv. the brake mean effective pressure I Fig. ft I increases iiumericallv. but the
&ape of the curve remains the hame. Since bmep and
torque curve are identical, it is 'een (hat torque-+peed
relations are not changed bv increased compression
ratios, a fact which is not appreciated bv inariv hot-iod
hopefuls.

reduced from 45 LO 37 horsepower a1 3200 rpni. For the
same engines. fan and waterpump horsepowet have been
reduced from 6.3 to 3.3 at 3200 rpm, i.c., b! about
50 percent. Although the total amounts of powei absorbed b? friction are not very large. worthwhile gains
are heing mad? h) constant efforts to improve detail
design.

Breathing capacity

ENGINE SPEED, RPM

rind Inchrated Mean Effective Pressure as a
Function of Eng7ne Speed (CM Research E n p n e }
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Friction horsspowet 7nrreases with compression ratio
Fig. 7 I . Thih is due to increased hearing pressures as
well as increased gas pressure on the piston rings.
Heal dissipation is essentiall? unchanged b j increased
compression ratio (Fig. 8 ) . It is well to recall the
e n e r p halance in an engine. as shown in Fig. 9. Approximate!~1 /?i oi the energy supplied b~ the fuel i~ transformed into brake work. delivered ioi our use. One
third of the e n e r p leaves through the exhaust, and the
last third represents cooling losses to watei and oil.
I1 we look at it thi- wa?. the radiator which we are
tempted to consider ah an inferior piece of hardware.
takes on more importance.
I

Engine performance-car

The output of an? thermodvnamir power producing
machine is proportional to the mass flow of working
medium passing through the engine. In the spark ignition (automobile) engine the fuel air ratio varies onlj
within narrow limits throughout the operating range. The
power output ib, therefore. proportional to the air flow
through the engine. Anything thai restricts the flow of
air through the engine reduces powei. Vie use this effect
when we close the throttle. Valve size, valve opening.
intake and exhaust manifolding and carburetor design
have decisive effects on air flou (breathing) in the engine. and engine designers are constanth at work on
these items. It is difficult to find data which isolate this;
effect, hut we have one which illustrates the point well.
Fig. 11 shows brake horsepower vs. rpm for a stock
Chevrolet (216.5 cu. in.) engine with stock head and with
a special head which has larger intake valves and an
auxiliary intake manifold. No other changes were made.
The improved breathing resulted in an increase of about
20 percent in maximum power at full throttle. A warning to the all-too-eager beavei is in order. The gain in
full throttle maximum power ib no measure of the impro\ement in part throttle cruising mileage, which will
be small for ihe existing special head, unless; the manifold-carhuretor combination is drastically improved.

performance

Finally we have Fig. 10 which translates; the engine
performance into cai performance, assumin? the power
required of a t\piral passenger car. The effect of axle
ratio is shown in this- diagram. in ordei to emphasize
the importance of thi'i parameter. Comparing cars with
identical axle ratios. the improvement in mileage is
about 17 percent. I f we specify that the car shall have
the same acceleration with 8 and 12 compression ratio,
we can afford i o reduce the axle ratio from 3.6 to 3.1
uith an additional gain of about ID percent in mileage.

How about engine friction?
Thr increase in friction vith compression ratio wa\
(.omparing. however the newel
= q u a r e ) engine'; 'nith t h e i ~older. long stroke, counterpark. a definite gain i q noted, due to reduced stroke and
;areful attention to design details. Comparing the
Cadillac \-8 side-valve engine (19481 with the J949
OH\ I Over Head Valvp I . friction horsepower has been
shown in Fig. 7 .
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7. Friction HP and Friction Mean Effective Pressure
as a Function of Engine Speed (GM Research Engine!

Another example of gair~sfrom improved breathing
without complete redesign is represented by the Willys
F-head. shown in Fig. 12. The basic L-head engine remains unchanged. The L-head is replaced by a head with
one intake valve, actuated by rocker arm and pushrod.
This permits a very large intake valve diameter as well
as lift, and results in materially reduced intake losses
which, in turn, increase full throttle output. This measure remains a makeshift solution. The fact that Roll;;
Royce uses the F-head design does not persuade the
writer of this discussion that it has heretofore undisclosed merits.

Fuel and maintenance requirements

It was pointed out that the new engines are designed
for compression ratios around 1 2 : l but are now sold
with about 7 . 5 ~ 1 . This corresponds to an octane requirement of about 82 which is met by present premium fuel;;.
At 12:l compression ratio the octane requirement is of
the order of 100.
Although service experience is generally good. engines
~ e q u i r emore careful tuning and ignition and carburetor
maintenance. This is to be expected. If compression
ratios are to be increahed in the future this will become
even more important. Engine cleanliness becomes the
more essential, the higher the compression ratio, qince
octane requirements increase rapidly as deposits build up
in the combustion chamber. Perfect valve and piston
ring seal is necsssary if hi'li compression ratios are LO

ENGINE SPEED, RPM

be effective. Where the ronipresbion-end pressure and
peak tiring pressure die. rebpectivelv. 200 and 750 psi
at 7 : 1 coini~ression ratio, they are 150 and 1100 psi at
12:l. The full advantage of the high compression ratio
is lost if appreciable leakage occurs. Improved niaintenance methods are being developed, >uch as the "head
on carbon removal" method which ernplovs a rice blast
through the -park plug hole to iernove carbon without
iieceiisilatina; removal of the cylinder head. Nevertheles'i,
lornewhat more frequent tuning and other maintenance
operations must be expected.
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permit high accelerations with extreme smoothnesq which
makes the driver forget how much powei he is actualh
using. It iq rathei futile to advise restraint in acceleration. If the powei i* there, it i~ going: to he used. It ib
equall) useless to ponder whethei this i* good or bad or
whethe1 manufacturers 01 customers are to be blamed
for thi.9 development. Approximately 20 percent of the
cars sold in 1951 belong to the so-called "overpowered'*
class. The resulting; driving habits are presumabl? what
prompted M I . Colman to make his remark.
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Now that we have horsepower,
can we do with it?
-what
A h we have seen
real gamh in powei as well as in
specific fuel consumption have been made and further
improvement\ are readili available. There is. however.
a joker in thi, game: the word "specific" fuel consumption. meaning thp pound+ oi fuel per brake horsepowerhout. N o matte1 ho'n Icro a hgure thi- ma? be. multiplied h~ a large numhei of horsepowel it comes out to
he a good11 number ol pound-' and hence gallon* I there
are about 6 pound- oi gasoline l o a gallon I .
The powei required tot level road cruising i~ moderate. Table 111 s h o w average values ioi 11 cars I Ref. 4 I .
The difference between powei-required and powelavailable 1s- immediately apparent. What happens to this
difference? It 1- used to1 acceleration and to ruin a potentiallv good mileage. Modern automatic transmissions

TABLE Ill
Horsepower: 1
Speed (mph)

20

40

60

80

100

Road Power
Required (hp)

5

15

30

65

145

^\_____^
12. Willys Engine ( F - H ~ a d )
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MANY

C VLTECH giaduates know. being a scientist

or an engineer is a n excellent wav to make a living.
Bv and large, engineering is one of the best paving
major professions in the country. and in addition has
a world-wide market. If vou were to travel abroad you
would probably never be in d country where ~ o o n e ror
later you would not encounter an American engineer.
It seems to me there is probably no more stimulating,
rewarding and exciting profession on earth.
Engineers m d scientists represent less than one half
of one pelcent of our iota1 population, vet they are
one of the primary source'- lor the piogress arid security
of our nation dt peace or at war. Look around you.
The dwelling YOU live in, the water vou drink, the
clothes' you wear, ihe car hat carries you, the streets
vou drive on. the lights you light, the hospital that
piece of equipment indispensable in
helps vou-ever\!
vour life and mine ib a product nt America- small and
talented family of engineers. Each is a truition of dn
engineer', dream, and \we have as vet onlv touched the
borders ot the needed engineering achievemen~s.
It is the engineers who enable us lo avoid the limitalioits of
+tandstill econornv. They are truly the new
aristocracy. arid as tar as personal opportunities go. let
me point out the amazinglv widespread climb of engineering-qualified students to the top AS general execufives in American enterprise.
The priceless ingredient of adequate management is
judgment. This rneanb knowledge, balance and the eoura"; lo make hard decisions. It means basing conclusions
on facts, but with the training, ability and vision lo
weigh these facts as realities, and to exercise judgment
on them on an overall basis. Thib ability does not come
as a result of a hunch, or on a personality basis, hut
rather fiom a broad and inclusive training.
On the iecord there is no better training than en-

gineering tor general advancement in business and industrv. This is indicated by the results of a recent
Columbia University 'urvev which states that " W percent oi industrial management is engineer-trained, replacing both the lawyer <md the banker in top industrial
posts.
More ~peciiicallv,there are 13 presidents of the sub4diarv companies' of U. S. Steel who started as engineers.
There are 20 presidents ol associated companies in the
great Bell Telephone System: of these 10 graduated as
t-ugineeis. Fourteen members on the Board of Directors
of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey are engineers. At least 15 top executives of 4naconda Copper
and its major subsidiaries are graduate engineers. Over
half the vice presidents and W percent of the top
executives in the five divihions of Union Carbide htarted
up the ladder dsa engineers. Nearly half the top officials'
ol the General Electric Company started as engineers.
Within the General Motors Corporation the Chairman
ot the Board ol Directois. the Preqiderii, one ot the
loui executive vice presidents, yixteen of the vice pre5identh. and sixteen of the inembers ut the Board ot
Directors iire engineers.
Of the graduates tiom M.I.T.. 930 are listed in Who\
Who in Engineering. Of Caltech graduates, about one
in every four occupies an executive position of one sort
o r another.
If a -student goes to engineering college: he is I I times
more likely to be an officer in American industry than
if he goes to no college at all; he is W times more
likelv to be an officer than it he goes to some kind of
college other than engineering; and he is 12 limes more
likelv to be president n l company than a graduate ot
a liberal arts, business, law. or other non-engineering
college.

.
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Plotting the radiation pattern of a microwave antenna
is typically time consuming
a n d laborious. F o r some
time, workers in t h i s field
have felt a need for a continuous non-manual means of
performing this operation.
The extensive microwave
activities of its Research and
Development Laboratories
have created a t Hughes a
special interest in such automatic pattern-measuring
equipment.
The first automatic machines that were a t all accuratewere of the fixed location
type and weighed nearly a

ton. The new Hughes recorde r weighs just one hundred
pounds, ismoreaccurate,and
has higher w r i t i n g speeds
than t h e earlier machines.
I t s recording range covers
80 decibels in the audiofrequency spectrum. The writing speed is approximately
25 inches per second, with an
8"xll" plot, and the abscissa
o r angle scale is controlled
by an electrical take-off system.
In the field of microwave
measurements, this machine
assists in determining many
things -such a s the correct
shape of reflectors and the

proper location of feeds. The
development of such improved laboratory tools is an
interesting by-product of a
large research activity, such
a s t h a t conducted by t h e
3500 men and women of the
Hughes Research and Development Laboratories.
The growing
. reauirements
.
of bo& the commercial and
m i l i t a r y e l e c t r o n i c s programs a t Hushes a r e creating new positions within the
Research and Development
Laboratories. Graduate stud e n t s a n d senior men a r e
cordially invited to address
correspondence to :

~~~~~~~h
and Development
Laboratories

Engineering Personnel

Culver City, Lo$ Angeles
County, California

CONTINUED

HOM about the dollai income of engineers and scientist*? A surve! h? the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
covering ovei 31-000 proiessional scientific personnel
employed in 167 private organizations, gave the following results: A student graduating from an engineering
school with a bachelois degree can expect to make an
average of 83500 to $4000 a yeai. At the end of ten
vears thi-, will increase to rough]? $6000 a veai. If he
ha;- a doctoi? degree he can expect to begin work for
approximately $7500 oi 8000.
There are. then. ver? considerable rewards in engineering and science in America. l e i there exist8 toda) a
critical shortage oi engineering personnel.
At the present time there are about 400.000 engineers
in the 11. 5. There is an estimated present shortage oi
about 95.000: that is. there are 95,000 militan and
civilian iob-i ncnv vacant. The rock bottom estimate of
the number of new graduate engineers which will be required each veal foi the next four vears is 30.000. The
present shortage of 95.000. plus. the need pei veal foi
the next foul veal;-. indicates an accumulated demand in
1055 of nearh 215.000 nevÃ engineern.
Engineers-how's

the supply?

^\on lets look at the suppl? side. Hou man! engineers
will become available during these next foul vears?
Thi- k the numbet currently enrolled in oui engineering
schools who will graduate In 1955. for it takes foin
vears to make an engineei. In June. 1951. ahout 38,000
engineers graduated from engineering schools. According to present enrollment figure" there will be 26.000
in 1952: 17.000 in 1953; and 12.000 in 1954. An optimistic estimate of t h i ~numbel i* 70.000. leaving a shortage over the next foul veal.- of 145.000.
There seem:' to be general agreement in industrial
management that within five years there will be about
do percent fewei engineei- than our eronom? need" to
preserve 0111 standard oi lining and to make this nation
secure in wai.
It seem- obvious that. except l o r occasional recession+
the demand l o r scientist- and engineer will continue t o
risr at an increasing rate l o 1 an indefinite period of
time There are no cleat sign" of easing n i world
tension: there are no indications oi a decline in the
o p p o r t u n ~ t for
~ America to continue it- world leadership: and throughout the world. wherever one looks.
one can see inrreasing opportunities tot technological
advances. The ahiliti of man to consume in unlimited.
and vi1l not he denied: the age of science and technolog\ ha& just begun.
li seem* to me there are two maioi reawn' foi the
present and prospective shortage. One set of factortends to reduce the suppll of enginreis. the othei server
to increase the demand tor them.
Two quotes from two notable teacher- epitomize one
ol the major influences in reducing the supply. "The

major concern of thoughtful citizen- toda1 is the alarming ovei -emphasis on mechanics aside from technology ...
s a y one. And another: "What a laugh it ih when we
consider the root cause of oui current world crises stem;'
from the fact that our technical scientists in theii perfection of techniques foi destruction are so tar ahead
of oui social scientists whose principal 101) it is to teach
men hon to live togethe1 peaceable and constructively " *
Statement< like these have obvioush served to channel
adolescent high school graduates into the social science:'
and humanities rather than into the scientific and technical professions. The new hero is the manipulator oi
men rathe1 than the manipulatoi of machines. This
interest in people is a particularly desirable life goal
for the adolescent. for he is most concerned with people
and what the? think of him.

Overstocked on engineers?
Anothei important influence which has reduced the
supply of engineers was a report of the Department of
Laboi issued on March 8th- 1950. It predicted, in part.
that "so many engineering students will be graduating
in the next feu vears. 1950-54. that man? graduate" will
he unable to get engineering jobs.'.
The effec~of this report was immediate and profound.
1 oung tolks and theii parents seemed to drop the idea
of an engineering education like a hot potato: engineeling school< immediately suffered a drastic drop in enrollments. Percentage-wise. the drop was nearh three
times a' large a+ ihe drop in othei collegiate g r o u p .
The final trend that might he mentioned in thi" regard
is the drop in enrollment in high school physics classes.
I t i* a practically universal rule that an applicant cannot obtain admission to an engineering school unless
he has had physics in high school. J e t the enrollment
i n high school physics. in the Lo\ Angeles area. ha"
dropped from 19 percent in 1900 to 8.5 percent in 1939.
to 5.6 percent in 1950. The reasons for thi-i are two-told.
First oj all. the subject i< relatively difficult and most
high school student" p r e f e ~to elect easier ones. Secondl?.
high school stud1 coiinselorq-who are usualh not proiessionall\ trained, and thuh are no1 aware of many
to encourage
jot) opportunities and requirement--tend
studenti to look around. to stud\ in broad area* hefore
the? hegin lo specialize. As a result, the specialization
necessary toi engineer- in about the tenth 01 eleventh
grade fails to take place,

And the demand?
These are some of the factor? aflecting the suppl? of
engineers. What are the tautoi- aflecting the demand?
The most important are the military and defense demands. These services are taking trom 25 to 50 percent
of all engineering graduates. This can be easily undeistood when one recognizes the increase in complexit> of
militarn equipment: For example. it takes three times
a" manv engineers to make a jei plane a- it did to make
CONTINUED ON

PAGE 28

Until Bell Laboratories scientists design an electric mouth that can
pucker, the human model is here to stay. But we have built a machine that
can imitate human vocal characteristics - from the slate-pencil squeal of a
girls' cheering section to the basso rumble in a men's dining hall.
Sound being a basic raw material of the Bell Svstem, we have pioneered
in the science of speech. Measuring the properties of your voice leads to
better and cheaper wavs to transmit it.
Keeping the world's best telephone system growing for our country is a
big and challenging job. There are opportunities for college men with the
right qualifications not only with Bell's corps of research scientists, but also
in engineering, operations, and administration, with the Bell r'elephone
Companies and Western Electric, the System's manufacturing and supplv unit.
Your campus placement office will be glad to give you more information.

.

CONTINUED

a reciprocating engine plane. It took nearly 3.000.000
engineer man hours to put the thunder jet fighter into
the air.
4 n o t h e ~important factor i5 a population increase of
roughly a quarter of a million a month, or approximatch 2b2 million pei veai. T h i ~alone would demand
an important increase in the total numbei of engineers
if oui technical complexity were merely to stand still.
Finally, and equal11 important. i= the ever-increasing
consumption ol t e c h n i c a l e q u i p m e n t . material - and
knowledge which grows as man become" more familiar
with and accustomed to the conveniences and pleasures
afforded by the development of modern science and
en gineering.
Thiq crucial shortage of engineermg and scientific
personnel. then. has three significant aspects.

What the shortage means
First, it represents a tremendous threat to the security
of the free world. for this security is based upon out
technological development and the shortage places a
verj real limitation on out national defense effort and
the production oi defense equipment.
Secondly. as the shortage causes engineering personnel
to be spread thinner and thinnei. it seem< to me that we
may expect a considerable amount of second-rate engineering to he done on essential national products.
This would mean the production of second-rate good*
and equipment at a time when we need the best possible
qualit> and quantity.
Thirdly. thii shortage mean= a limitation in the quantity and quality of the engineering personnel working
in private industry 1 think 1 ma1 safe11 predict thai in
the future it will become increasingly difficult to get
graduate engineew and scientist= to staff our industrial
plants.

What can be done about it
What can he done about thi-i? Several things can
h e ~ the done on a national basis. 11 I buggestion~have
been made to the armed forces that they use- theit
drafted 01 enlisted engineer personnel more efficiently.
2 I Some kind of educational campaign T' needed which
will demonstrate the irrationality of the argument that
technolop i.-the cause of all the world's many ills.
I 3 Suggestion's have been made that engineering personnel who have been given jobs which do no1 involve
activities in the engineerinfield be relocated to function
in technical capacities. 14 I Hiphly -trained engineering
personnel can well he relieved oi much routine detail
a i d also work. which might be done by less highly
trained people. and finallj. I 5 ) there is hope that something can he done to reduce the shortage hv the national
Science Foundation. a nation-wide government-sponsored
training program tor engineer< and scientists. (Note,

however. that the budget tor t h i ~foundation wa-i recently
reduced 77 percent. providing an additional illustration
of the trend in this field which i= under discussion here.)

And what YOU can do
Nott I would like to suggest some specific procedures
which engineers themselves might instigate. The first
is that of spreading information. It is necessary that
some one provide some kind of continuing information
tor the use of high school counselors. This information
should concern job opportunities and job specifications
in engineering and science. It should contain a description oi what being an engineer involveb. what he does.
what kind of people he works with. how much money
he may make-the
emplovmeni possibilities. It should
also list the joh requirements-what
he will have to
learn to become an employable engineer,

1 would like to suggest that engineers and scientists
working in industry go out of their way to talk to
groups-either
parents or high schools groups-concerning engineering and science as an occupation, including
what it ha* meant personally to the engineer who is
doing the talking.
would suggest a coordinated campaign to make
available to high school students instructional tours of
plants. with considerable emphasis on the specific functions and activities of the scientist and the engineer
within the plant.
The second major activity is that of providing student
scholarships 1 0 enable the needy students to go to
technical school.

I would suggest that various industrial concerns provide scholarships for t h ~ s estudents: that they establish
contest< for the promotion of engineering and science
students. with scholarships as the reward; that they provide the possibility foi the most promising of theii
employees to go to ensinewing or technical school.
President DuBridge has suggested that the engineering
societies get together and raise, by mutual industrial
contribution. a scholarship fund to send to engineering
schools each year, one hundred boys who cannot go
without financial help. For $200.000 a year thej could
offer 100 four-yea1 scholarship': averaging $2000 each:
that is. $500 a year to 100 of the most promising applicants-and
his guess is that for each winner. about
three to five others would have their interest sufficiently
aroused h j the contest, so that they would find other
sources of funds, and go to college anyway.
Anv or all of these procedures may be carried out
bv individual companies. However. it seems to me the
ideal solution would entail the formation of a committee
or foundation from among all industrial and engineering
firms in an area. This group would have charge of the
planning and execution of the procedures designed to
relieve the shortage. The problem demands measure+
commensurate with the seriousness of the threat to the
American way of life.

of BCA, bring clearer television pictures to more homes.

New
Although no new TV stations have
b e e n built since 1950. television's
reach has been extended in two wags.
I n sections of cities where interference is a problem, fine pictures can
now be seen The same is true in rural,
o r TV "fringe" areas, formerly too
distant for clear reception.

RCA engineers and scientists, to offset
these limitations, developed powerful
new Super Sets. In distant fringe areas,
these sets boost a weak or faltering signal
into a clear, steady picture. While in
cities, where buildings and electrical

devices may interfere, this same super
power-plus television's first doubleshielded tuner-bring in TV at its best.
The result is stronger pictures in the
country and in problem areas, and better
pictures than ever before in areas of normal television reception.
T h e new RCA Victor "Picture Power" Super
Sets a r e examples of research a n d engineering
a t work for your benefit. This pioneering means
finer performance from all products a n d services of RCA a n d RCA Victor.
*

*

b

See the latent in radrn, television, and electronics 7n
action at RCA Exhtbitwn Hall, 36 West tYth St.,
N. Y Admtwm a s free. Radio Corporation of Airiertea, RCA Budding, Radio City, New Ymk 20. N. Y.

CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
WITH PAY-AT
RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor-one ot the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products
-ofEer;* you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded trainmg and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five oÂthe many
projects which offer unusual promise:
w Development and design oh radio receivers ( including broadcast, short-wave
and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations )
Advanced development and design of
AM and F M broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction lieatmg, mobile eommumcations
equipment, relay witems.
Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
a Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write iodarf to College Relations Divzmm, RCA Victor, Camden, New lemey.
\\so many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

.

ER
World leader in radio - first in television

PETROCHEMICALS offer independent inventors great opportunity
for exploration and reward. Such synthetics as Nylon. Viny-

lite, Neolite are already indispensable to our expanding
economy-and new ideas in this area are at a premium today.

UNDER THE SINCLAIR PLAN, chemistry laboratories like these
are open for the first time to independent inventors.

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE, capable of magnifying 100,000 times,
is typical of the expensive equipment now available.

months ago, Sinclair turned over a part of its
great laboratories at Harvey, Illinois, to independent
inventors who had promising ideas in the field of petroleum products but who did not have the facilities needed
to develop or prove out their ideas.
IGHT

To date nearly 5,000 people have submitted ideas to the
laboratories, and the Plan is recognized as a valuable
service to independent inventors. As a result we have
made the Sinclair Plan part and parcel of the long-range
operation of our company.
There may be inventive people interested in this Plan
but wondering what sort of ideas or what areas would be
profitable to explore. To those people we suggest the
field of petrochemicals. Such things as plastics, synthetics,
substitutes and new materials as vet undevelo~ed-made
from petroleum-offer great opportunities for invention
and reward.
If you have an idea of this sort-or in the general area
of petroleum products or applications-you are invited to

ESEARCH LABORATORIES-lime buildings containing
the most modem testing equipment known-have contributed
many of today's most important developments in petroleum.

submit it to the Sinclair Research Laboratories. In your
own interest, each idea must first be protected by a patent
application or a patent.

The inventor's idea remains his own property
If the laboratories select your idea, they will make a
very simple arrangement with you: In return for the
laboratories' work, Sinclair will receive the privilege of
using the idea for its own companies, free from royalties.
This agreempnt in no way hinders the inventor from
selling his idea to any of the hundreds of other oil companies for whatever he can pet. Sinclair has no control
over the inventor's sale of his idea to others, and has
no participation in any of the inventor's profits.
HOW TO PARTICIPATE: Instructions are contained in an

Inventor's Booklet available on request. Write to: W. M.
Flowers, Executive Vice-president. Sinclair Research
Laboratories, Inc., 600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20. N. Y.
IMPORTANT: Please do not send in any ideas until

you

have sent for and received the instructions.

Under the Sinclair Plan, the available capacity of these great
laboratories is being turned over to work on the promising
ideas of independent inventors everywhere.

FTER THEIR EXCELLENT performance in 1951. Caltech
engineering students were again offered the privilege of
being deputized official American Automobile Association Contest Board Observers foi the 1952 Mobilgas
Economx Run. The purpose d the Run i< to provide an
impartial. practicaT test of 1952 model automobile< undei
all kind< of driving conditions. it i- sponsored b? the
General Petroleum Corporation. and sanctioned b'v the
Contest Board of the \\A.
An AA4 observer must arcompan'v each contesi cai
from the time it i's arbitraril! selected trom the manutactureis assembl? line. broken in (2000 mile'- maximum I . and driven in the official run. D u r i n g t h i s time
the observe1 i- responsible for the automobile5 stock
status. tot preventingadditives 0 1 special petroleum
product< from being used, and for seeingthat normal
and legal driving techniques are used. Laltech engineering student< are selected foi this ioh because the? are
impartial, have a technical background. and seriously
believe in the honor system.
Over a hundred student< rushed to sign up for the
1952 Run. and Dr. Petei hvropouios. Assistant Professol of Mechanical Engineering. who supervise'- this activit?. appointed Craig Marks. M.L. graduate student. to
assist him in the organizational task. The thirty observer%
used on the final run were chosen from the original ap~ l i c a n t -on the basis of performance demonstrated during the break-in runs. experience (some were in last
year, rim). and abilitx to spare the neressar? time.
The 1952 Run covered 1415.4 miles. from Los Angeles
to Sun Valley. The first contest car made it- official
start from Lo;? Angelei at 3 A.M. Monda'v morning. April
14. The othei ears. tollowed at two-minute intervals. The
caravan headed toward Pomona on High-ww 99. passed
through Palm Springs about 6 A.M. and went on to
Blythe. the first official refueling station. Ai Blvthe the
local high school hand. with majorette- and cheei leaders. was on hand to give the contestants a first-class welcome. Aftet refueling, the procession crossed the Colorado Rivet into Arizona and proceeded through Prescott
to Williams. the second refueling station, and on t o the
Grand Canyon. the first overnight stop. Total elapsed
time allowed from Lo+ Angeles to the Grand Canvon
was 12 hour< and 5 3 minute*. which most of the entrant<
used to full advantage.
The second da'v of the Run started at I A.M. Tuesday
morningfor the observers. Lai assignment? were made
aftet breaktast and preparations were made lor the 3
A.M. start. The second da?"? journe! skirted the south
rim of the Grand Canyon to Cameron. and headed north
to the Marble Canyon refueling station. From Marble
Canvon the motorcade proceeded up to the 8010-foot

elevation of .lacoh'< Lake and down into Utah and Zion
rational Park, where there was a i~opoveilo1 brunch.
From Zion the Run continued to Beavei. Utah a refueling station. and on to ball Lake Citx. where the car<
were impounded on the ground-, of the State Capitol for
the second overnight stop. Elapsed time from the (,rand
Lanvon on this leg of the trip was 14 hours. The ohservpri.. refueled on steak dinner6 and hi1 the sack.
4t 5:.^0 A.M. 1 ednesday morning activity began ioi
the final leg of the Run. Observer were assigned and the
first car started at 7:00 A.M. Thc route trom Salt Lake
City was through Ogden. across the Idaho border to Twin
Fall- foi refueling. and then to Sun Valley. Elapsed
time tot thi-i leg was 8 hours and 7 minutes. making a
total elapsed time of 35 houih foi the run. an average
speed of 40.5 mile> pel houi ( 0 1 1415.4 miles.
At Sun Valle! the contest car- were leveled and t h e i ~
pa< tank"- filler! to determine total fuel consumption foi
the Run. Results were computed on the h a s i ~of ton miles
pel gallon-01 total weight of the automobile, plus p a j load in tons. time- 1415.4 mile^. divided h? total fuel
consumption in gallons. The weepstake', winnei wa* a
Mercurl Montere^ driven h! Rill Stroppe for a performance oi 59.7 ton miles pet gallon, or 25.4 miles pel gallon. In addition. there were nine price-clav \\innerand two special lightweight dabs winners.
After final refueling the observer', were finished uith
t h e i ~official duties- on the Run. Fednesda'v evening and
a11 da! Thursday were spent sightseeing. skiing, swimming and generally having a good time. The General
Petroleum Corporation generouslj provided the meal<.
the ski lift. and a banquet. Each observer received hit!
dollars plus expenses toi the official Run and additional
salary foi break-in activity.
On t r i d a ~the Techmen hoarded a Pullman car toi a
SO-hout return trip to Lo- Angeles on-it was penerall?
agreed-the
slowest train in existence.
Di. Peter Jkyropoulo< deserves a great deal of credit
for his excellent organization of observers artivitie?
during the Run. A- a token of appreciation Kyro"charges presented him with a plaid sport shirt for hisquare dance appearances. The observer& performance
wa, h i g h l ~complimented h\ the entrant's, the AAA. arid
General Petroleum. And Clarence Beesemevei. Executive
Vice President of General Petroleum. wah so moved ITS
Kvro*s candid phraseology in his observer- instructionthat he quoted from them during the awards ceremonx.
All in all the Economy Run shapes up as such a stimulating activity foi Caltech students that there seems no
reason whj h r o shouldnt have half the student hodx
on hi%application list for 1953.

-Bill
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Type SRU-55 is a low-voltage, reflex
klystron oscillator with radio frequency
output ot 15 to 60 milliwatts, operating
over the frequency range ot 14.000 to
17.500 me. This Sperry tube can be
used as a local oscillator for microwave
receivers or as a bench oscillator in the
measurements laboratory.
Keep learning - But Start Earning
at Sperry

...

The klystron tube described here is but
one ot the many Sperry Klystrons
which has resulted trom Sperry's
sponsorship of the development of the
klwtron in 1939 From Sperry laboratone's have also come a complete line

o i Microlineh instruments tor precision
measurement in the entire microwave
field. In these labs career-seeking engineers keep learning but start earningwork with acknowledged leaders in
their tields-do interesting, creative,
important work -find the opportunity
tor advancement as high and broad as
their own capacity for improvement.
Everything favorable to good work.
Fine pay trom the start. Every incentive for advanced study and personal
advancement. Attractive Long Island
location. Good housing and living conditions. Modern plant. Excellent working facilities. Liberal employee benefits.
Or in the field - exceptional applied

" - I O N OF THE

engineering opportunities in other parts
of the U. S. and overseas.
Research, Product Development,
Field Jobs Now Open

Aeronautical, Electrical, Electronic,
Mechanical Engineers - Phvsicists Technical Writers-Field Engineers tor
applied engineering here and abroad.
Join the ieader. From Sperry research
and engineering have lilso come Gyropilot= tlight controls, Zero Reader'
flight director, radar, servo-mechanisms
and computing mechanisms. Help us
maintain Sperrv's unique tradition ot
leadership through outstanding accomplishment. Write:
Emplovment Section I A 5

PFRRY CORPORATION

.

GREAT NECK. NEW YORK CLEVELAND NEW ORLEANS BROOKLYN LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE
I N CANADA-SPERRY
GYROSCOPE COMPANY OF CANADA, L I M I T E D , MONTREAL. Q U E B E C
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Professor of Geomorpholog

IKE MOST GEOLOGISTS, Robert P. Sharp spends a+
little time indoors a< he can gei awa? with. Since he i +
Professot of (Teomorpholog? in the Institute's Division
of the Geological Sciences. and in charge of the elementarj geology course given to all Caltech sophomores
besides, he is forced to spend a certain amount of time
in classroom-; and laboratories. Since he ha* also been
serving. during the past year. a;? president of the Caltech
Alumni Association, he i- forced to spend a certain
amount of additional time in conference+ and meeting;-,.
'kevertheles-,. he would fai rather-and.
at the slightest
excuse, does-take
off in check on a glacies in Alaska,
conduct a short trip into the field. 01-all else failingrun around the track in Tournament Park.
4pparentl> all thik outdoor activity ha-, a high]!
salutar! efteci on his classroom teaching. Hit course.
in tact. bears? a certain resemblance to a Bill? Graham
revival, in the wa) i t manage-, to convert unsuspecting
students to the lifetime study of geolog?. And. a^anothe~ tribute to hi% teaching. Life Magazine several
veal* ago. through an intricately designed poll of
student-, in 52 colleges, chose Sharp as one of Eight
Great Teachers oi 1950. Sharp it, still highh suspiciou!-.
of thi- poll. and-tai
from considering it an honor to
Life-maintains
have been named a Great Teacher
that it ha;? taken most oi the past two vear;? to live down
the reputation it gave him among hit- colleagues.
AS an undergraduate at Caltech. Bob Sharp was a
three-vear letterman.
Good-Sized Man on Campu-i-a
quarterback on the football team. captain of the team
in his senior vear. a+ well as vice-president of the student
bod\. He staved on to get his M.S. here in 1935, then

In

weni to Harvard on a scholarship. He received hisPh.1). there in 1938, for a thesis involving a structural
and physiographic study of the Rub?-East Humboldt
Mountains in Nevada-an
area which not only proved
ideal to1 geologic s ~ u d ? .but (Sharp took care to check
this in advance) offered wonderful trout-fishing besides.
Sharp joined ihe facult? of the Ilniversitj of Illinois
in 1938 and remained there until 1% when he wah
commissioned into the Arctic. Desert and Tropic Inlormation Centei of the Arm? Ail Forces.
He served a good deal oi the time in Alaska and
the Aleutian;-.. In a typical operation. Sharp. Bradford
% ashhurn-a
civilian photographer and explorer-and
two volunteei Air Force flying officers were set down
at the base of Mi. Mchinle? in Alaska, to camp on the
glaciel there and test 4ir Force cold weather equipmeni.
Sharp and Vt ashburn were old hand* ai thi-. kind of
rugged camping. hut the Ail Force men had never seen
the inside of a tent before. Theoreticall). these foui
men had crash-landed. They were discovered h) Search
and Rescue, and supplies had been dropped to them.
Their problem was. first of all. to s u r v i v e a n d . in
the process- to find out hou well this could be done
with standard A ~ IForce equipment.
They had to work out the answers to such question^as: Can you sleep in a regular Aii Force flying suit.
ii
without a sleeping bag? ( S h a r p - answer: h - n o t
you're interested in petting an? sleep. I The! also had
to decide whether to sit it out on the glaciei and take
a chance on being picked up. or tr? to walk out to
civilization.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 36

The Torrington Needle Bearing is
a completely self-contained unit
consisting of a full complement of
small diameter rollers and a single
retaining shell. This unit design and
construction greatly simplify handling and speed assembly, and help
reduce the size and weight of related parts.

High Load Capacity
in Small Space
Because the many rollers distribute
loads over a large contact surface, a
Needle Bearing has a very high load
capacity in relation to its size. In
fact, the Torrington Needle Bearing
has a higher rated radial load capacity than any other type of anti-friction bearing of comparable outside
diameter. This not only permits the
use of a smaller, lighter bearing for
a given load, but also allows reductions in the size and weight of housings and other related components.
The Needle Bearing's large inside
diameter permits larger shafts to be
used in cramped quarters, an important factor in many designs.

AIRCRAFT GEAR
REDUCTION DRIVE

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

Typical installations o f Torrington Needle Bearings are characterized b y simplicity o f
design. Needle Bearings are made for shafts as small as 5/32" u p t o those as large as 7 \/^'.

bearing is then pressed into this
housing. An arbor press is normally
used for this operation. No spacers
or retainers are needed to keep the
bearing in place. An accurately
made shaft is required, of course, as
it serves as the inner race in most
cases and must be hardened and
ground to correct size. For applications where an unhardened shaft is
desired or necessary, inner races can
be furnished for all Needle Bearings.
These advantages make Torrington Needle Bearings ideal for applications where space or weight is a t
a premium, or where mass production methods necessitate the use of
a bearing that is as easy as possible
to handle and install.

PRESS
RAM

STOP

PRESS AGAINS
STAMPED END
OF BEARING

The use o f proper tools for installing Needle
Bearings speeds up assembly. The arbor press
tools above are ideal.

Other features of Torrington
Needle Bearings will be covered in
other advertisements in this series.
For additional information regarding Needle Bearings, please contact our engineering department.

THE TORRJNGTON
Torrington, Conn. a South Bend 21, Ind.
District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada

Installation Simpli~fied
T h e installation of Torrington
Needle Bearings is fast and easy.
The housing bore is simply machined to proper diameter. T h e

NEEDLE

SPHERICAL ROLLER

TAPERED ROLLER * STRAIGHT ROLLER

0

BALL * NEEDLE ROLLERS
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The\ decided to walk. and came down the glaciei.
out to the Alaska Railroad. This trip took two weeksthe whole operation about two months. Sharp and
Washburn staved in good shape: the\ even gained a
little weight on the junket. Rut the Air Force men had
a rough time of it and lost between 10 and 1.5 pounds
apiece. In fact. if the!'d been alone, the! probablj
would never have made their wa! out. and the strongest
conclusion reached in this experiment wa-. that inexperienced personnel. in the Arctic. shouldn't he expected
to move awa! from the area in which the! land.
After the war Sharp taught at the llniversit\ of
Minnesota, then came to Caltech a-- Professor of Geomorphology in 1947. Geomorpholog! is defined a< the
science of landforms. dealing particular11 with their
genesi- and evolution. Unlike a good man\ othei
branches of geology. geomorpholog) deals with present
geologic processes. and S h a r p s special geomorphological
interest is the activities of live glaciers. B! studying
these. he ih bettei able to interpret features in the
canyons of the Sierra Nevada, the Tetons or the Rockies.
which were filled with similar streams of ire thousands
of years ago.
Sharp began his studies of Alaskan glacier* in 1941.
and hv ha"- returned, with field parties, foi furthei
observations during the summers of 1948. 1949 and
1951 which have been reported in E&S foi bovemhei1948, and January 1951 1.

hen this automobile clock was designed,
its manufacturer had in mind the probability of varied instrument panel locations
with the resultant need of an adaptable
coupling to the control knob. He chose an
S.S.White flexible shaft to do the job. As
the illustration shows, this simple hook-up
permits both the clock and the control
knob to be located in its most advantageous position.

Traveling man
any of the problems you'll face in industry will involve the application of power
drives and remote control with the emphasis on low cost. That's why it will pay
you to become familiar with S.S.White
flexible shafts, because these "Metal
Muscles"@represent the low-cost way to
transmit power and remote control.

Bulletin 5008 contains
basic flexible shaft data
and facts and shows how
to select and applyflexib
shafts. Write for a cop

Dept. C , 10 East 40th St.
NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

-

Though summer trips to cool climate" are one of the
pleasures of the geological life. it is nevertheless a fact
that. of the past six summers. Bob Sharp has spent
one 11 I with his wife-not
to mention assorted and
periodic field trips which have kept him awaI from
home during most of the other academic vacation
periods.
4' anyone ran see. thi-i ic a matte1 that call+ foi
a great deal of wifeh understanding-oi
which. fottunatel?. Mrs. Sharp has a full share. Thi* ma] he
part]? due to the far! that she was trained as a geologist herself. She received a B.A. in geology at Carleton
College. an M.S. at Northwestern, and she would have
gone on to get her Ph.D. if she hadn't decided to become
Mrs. Sharp instead.
The Sharps now have a 17-month-old adopted
daughter, and a pleasant house built about as close to
the foothills as you can get in Altadena. Such ties of
home and fireside. of course, exert a considerable
influence on a wandering geologist. But a realh seasoned
geologist like Sharp can still bring some of the flavoi
of the field right into hi- home. when neressar!. tn
scorning the effete bedroom* with which hi% house iequipped and sleeping. i n solid comfort-outdoors.

0
by F L O Y D 0. S M E L T Z , Supervisor, Standardization Section
WORKS (Graduate Training Course 1950) Ohio State-EE-1949

WESTALLIS

a specific job in
the engineering field after
graduation from college is a
tough proposition for most of
us. It was for me, and that's
why I came to Alhs-Chalmers.
I thought 1 wanted to be a
development engineer but I
wasn't sure. Ailis-Chalmers
Graduate Training Course
FL
gave me an opportunity of
trying design and development-and other types of work also.
By my own choosing I am now engaged
in challenging work which I hadn't even
ELECTING

most fascinating science is coordmating engineering and
roduction efforts through
standardization of procedures, parts and materials. As
Supervisor of the Standardization Section and Chairman
of the Standards Committee,
i encounter new problems
every day-no monotony here.
But that is only part of the
story! I am also Secretary of
the Chief Engineers' Committee and
Secretary of the Development and New
Products Committee. What could be more
stimulating for a Young engineer than
be at the crossroads, where he can watch
the engineering planning of an
company?
unit to Opportunities
never thought I'd be doing this when l
aduated from Ohio State in 1949 and
enrolled in Allis-Chalmers Graduate

Training Course. As I mentioned, I was
particularly interested in design work at
that time. In fact, right now there is a
patent applied for on an electro-magnetic
relay device I designed. Yes, they even let
me d o development work while still a
GTC student.
A student helps plan his own courses
and is free to change his plans us new
interests, new opportunities present themselves. He can divide his time between
shops and offices-switch to design, manufacturing,research, application engineering, sales, or advertising-and can earn
advanced degrees in engineering at the
same time.
When he graduates from the course he
is encouraged to go into the type of work
he liked best while on the Graduate Training Course.
One of the reasons Allis-Chalmers offers
so many opportunities is that A-C designs
and builds machines for every basic 1x1dustry, such as : steam and hydraulic turbine generators, transformers, pumps,
motors, rotary kilns, crushers, grmders,
coolers, screens, and other machinery
for mining, ore processing, cement, and
rock processing. ~h~~ there are flour
&ling, electronic equipment and many
others.
There is no other organization that
seems to me to offer the graduate engineer
such a wide range of activities, or that
gives him such a chance to find the type of
work for which he is best fitted.

4llis-Clialmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee I , Wisconsin

AlIls-Chalmers car shaker empties coal
and ore cars in minutes. Saves time.
prevents injuries by keeping men out of
car interiors.

..

considered while in school. The point is,
all GTC's have the same chance of
"finding themselves."
That's the outstanding feature of AllisChalmers Graduate Training Course. You
have a very broad selection, and you yourself choose the type of training you receive. Of course you get help and guidance
from experienced men throughout your
training period. You need it, since there
are jobs here that you have never dreamed
of.

Finds Job Challenging
Take my job for instance. To the engineering student it probably sounds rather
dull when compared with Advanced Thermodynamics or Electric Transients in
Power Systems. But, m my opinion, the

Weatherproof motors for condenser cooling water circulating pumps were mounted outdoors to conserve valuable building ^pace for a Texas utility.

National Academ
R. RICHARD M. BADGER.
Proiessot of Chemistry. and
Di. Carl G . Niemann. Professor of Organic Chemistr?.

have been elected to the National Academ? of Sciences.
Then election brings the present Caltech s~affmembership in the Academy to twenty-five.
Protessor Badgei has principally been engaged in
spectroscopic studies of complex molecules in the intrared. visible and ultraviolet regions. He is currently investigating the structures ol compound-, related to protein,". Hi< earl? studio* helped to establish the existence
of the hydrogen bond. in which a hvdrogen atom links'
two molecule'- (11 parts oi the same molecule. He also
formulated Badger"," rule. expressing the relationship
between the forces actinghetween two atom% and the
distance separating them. The rule ha< been useful in
chemical thermodynamics as well as in determining the
structure of molecules.
During the second 5 orld 1 ai hr worked on fundamental physical problems tot the Manhattan District and
investigated the properties of smokeless powder foi the
Navy Bureau of Ordnance. He also was engaged on
projects for the Office of Scientific Research and Development and the Army Aii Corps.
Professox Badge] received hi" B.S. from Caltech in
1921. and has been a memhei oi the faculty here since
he received hi;- Ph.D. in physical chemistry in 1924.
After four years as a Research Fellow he spent a yeat
ai Goettingen and Bonn, Germam. a< an International
Research Fellow. On his return in 1929 he became an
Assistant Professor of Chemistry. waq promoted to Associate Professoi in 1938 and to Professol in 1945. He
is a membei of the American Physical Society and of
Sigma Xi.
Prolesso~Niemann'h research ha+ primarih concerned
the chemistry of natural product\ such as carbohvdrater.
amino acids- and proteins. and l a t h substances occurring
in nerve tissue. He is nov investigatinp the properties
of proteolytic enzvmes. some of which help break up
proteins into their constituent amino acids, while others
help form proteins from amino acid->. He ha'" synthesized
and studied the structure of a compound whose activity
resembles that of thyroxine. a product oi the thvroid
gland which controls metabolic rate-i in the body.

Hi& work in the second 1 orld &
' ai dealt mainly with
method+ of identifying and anavlzin? chemical warfare
agents. He was in charge of a section of the National
Defense Research Committee working on thi- problem
at the Institute, wak an investigatoi tor the Lommittee
on Medical Research and scientific advisor and consultant to the Office of Field S e n ices I .S.A., in the
Southwest Pacific area. Poi hi-. wai uorL he received
a presidential certificate of merit in 1942;.
Professor hiemann received the Ph.D. degree at the
University of Wisconsin in 1934. chd t u r t h e ~ research
there. at the Rockeiellei Institute tor Mediral Research
in Neb 1 ork and. a. a Rocketellei F oundation Felloe
at thp Universit! Lollege Hospital Medical School in
London. He joined the Caltech tariiltx ln I937 a - an
Assistant Protessot. hecame an Associate Profess01 in
1934 and Professot two vear- latei.
He i* a memhet ol the Amenran Chemical l i o n e t ~ .
American Society of Biological Chemists. Chemical Society of London. American 4ssociation lor the Advanrement of Science and Sigma Xi.

Institute Officials
EORGT V(. GREEN. Busines* Managei. ha" no3 been
elected Comptrollei of the California Institute of Technolog\. reporting to the Board of trustee^ as the fiscal
officer of the Institute. Herheri H. (,. hash. Assistant
Secretary. ha-' been elected Secretary of the Institute.
In these positions the two men succeed the late Fdward
C. Barrett. who served the Institute a* both Comptrollei
and Secretary fox man? year' before his death last
Fehruarx .
( m r p (rreen came to Caltech in 1947 a- manage1 of
the accounting office. He had been ith the Price 5 aterhouse Cornpan1 foi ten year- before joining the Institute
stafl. and duringthe last war he served a-- a Lieutenant
in the I . S. Waw. He way appointed Rusine+ Manager
oi the lnstitute in 1948. He is a certihed public accountant and a 1937 graduate of the University of Lalilornia at Lo* Angeles. where he studied business administration.
Bert Nash came to Laltech in 1922 as chiel accountant.
from a similai position with the North Stat Oil Company
CONTINUED ON PAGE 40

5. The flash trim-

The finished
pe readv f o r
hardening, plating and soldering
to the type bar.

med off after the
iwadging operation.

The production of Crucible steel for this job is the result
of engineering and practical know-how combined with a
special method of manufacture to assure a homogeneous
microstructure for maximum forming properties, excellent surface characteristics for good die life, and close
accuracy control for all dimensions of the bhape.
The production of type steel requires the use of small
precision rolling mills equipped with shaped rolls and
operated by skilled workmen. During preliminary and
final inspection, &adowgraph equipment is constantly
used to check for size accuracy.
4 a a rebult of its outstanding quality, Crucible'-^ special
shape type steel is constantly in demand and used by
leading typewriter manufacturers.

The development of cold rolled special shape type steel i s one
of Crucible's important contributions to the business machine
industry. A major part of the type characters used for the manufacture of typewriters are made from this special shape.

bent (town and
taper formed toward the edges.

swadgeil on the

Since micrometer measurements are impractical due to the shape, the shadowgraph
is used to measure shape and size
mini.
mum and maximum tolerances. The shadowgraph is a projection, greatly magnified
-.-on a calibrated screen.. of the sample.

...

.

I

f you have a requirement for special steels-check with
Crucible. Feel tree to draw on the experience of our
metallurgists and engineers. Crucible Steel Company of
America. General Sales and Operating Offices, Oliver
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Midland Works, Midland, Pa.
*
Spaulding Works. Harrison, N. 3.
s
Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
* Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio
Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N. Y.
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in Winnipeg. Canada. A native of England, he moved to
Canada at an earh age and served in the Canadian Army
during the first R orld Vl a i . He became an American
citizen in 1933. He had been Assistant Secretary of the
Institute since 1935.

Guggenheim Fellows

LALTECHSCIENTISTS have been awarded research
Fellowship;' h? the John Simon Guggenheirn Memorial
OUR

Ioundation.
DI, Harrison Brown received a three-year Fellowship
and Drh. J e r r ~ Donohue. Kenneth R . Hedherg and
Marguerite M . P. Vogt. one-yea! Fellowship:?.
The Caltech recipient- were among the 191 persons
announced b\ the Foundation last month as winners ot
it'- annual grant-i to furthei the development of scholars,
writers, artist- and composers who have demonstrated
an unusual capacitx fot research 01 unusual creative
ability in the arts.
Dl. Brown. who came to Caltech from the LJniversit?
of Chicago last veal as Professor of (,eochernistry. received hi5 Fellowship for research combining techniques
of radiation chemistry and geolog in search of neu

inlormation about the histor! and construction of the
earth.
His program includes setting up a geological time
scale based on studying isotope%of lead found in ancient
rock< and on Carbon 14 dating techniques tor event'-.
within the past ten thousand years. He will also stud?
the influences' of geologic processes on the changes of
isotope ration occuring in nature, and the distribution of
common a6 we11 an trace element< in rocks and minerals.
Di. Donohue. a Senior Research Felloe in Chemistry.
received hi* Fellowship foi a program concerning, X-rai,
analysi- of the structure of crystalline proteins. He
plan'- to leave in Septembet for a v e a l - stud? of method6
used to determine protein structures at the University
of Cambridge and Oxlord in England.
He has been at Caltech since 1943. He received hiPh.D here in 1947. and has been associated with Professor- Linu-. Pauling and Robert B. Core1 in research
which has produced information on the configuration of
several amino acid and protein molecules (E&S-Octoh e r 1951 I .
Di. Hedberg. Research Felloe in Chemistry. was
awarded a Fellowship foi research on thr structure of
gat molecules, particular]? some of the oxide6 of nitrogen. He intends to leave next Septemhei h a yeai's
CONTINUED ON PAGE 42

We have the most modern facilities and most
complete plant to give you the maximum of
service, whether it is a small part, a large part,
or a product from your ideas to the shipped article
direct to your customers, under your name, from
our plant.

A
KImball 6204
Robert A. Mclntyre. M.S. '38
Los Angeles 22, Calif.
5825 District Blvd.
OFFICES I N PRINCIPAL WESTERN CITIES

B R A N C H A N D W A R E H O U S E I N SAM F R A N C I S C O
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Â Â Â

. . . finishes for aircraft and other
military needs which can be applied fast, dry fast without baking, and stand up under severe
service conditions.
0

or*..

. . . hot-spray lacquers now made
by many companies from Hercules@nitrocellulose. These new lacquers, thinned by heat ratherthan
solvents, permit more actual lacquer to pass through the spray
gun.Now, one hot coat frequently
does the job where two coats had
been used.
This is but one example of the
far-reaching chemical developments in which you could participate a t Hercules-in research,
production, sales, or staff operations. I t suggests the ways Hercules' products serve an everbroadening range of industries
and end-uses.

...

insecticides, adhesives, soaps, detergents,plastics, paint, varnish, lacquer, textiles, paper, rubber,
to name a few, use Hercules@synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cotton, terpene chemicals,
rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated products, and other chemical processing materials.
Hercules@ explosives serve mining, quarrying, construction, seismograph projects everywhere.

HERCULES POWDER
COMPANY Wilmington 99,Delaware
*c"m",a.,<e

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

..
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stud) oi electron difiraction techniques used by Professors 0. Hassel and Otto Bastiansen at the University
of Oslo. Norway. In addition to the Guggenheim Felloe ship. he has received a Fulbright Award to; thii purpose.
111. Bedherg ha< been on the Laltech staff since he
received his Ph.D. here in 1948.
Di, Vogt. Gosne! Research Felloe in Biolog?. wa'awarded her Fellowship toi studies of the mechanism
of genetic recombination in bacteria. D i . \ogt received
the M.D. degree in Berlin in 1937. She then speni a
year in research on Drosophila at the Institute of Biological Physiorhemistr~ in Pari, and did research in
physiological genetic-, at hei father', Hirniorschunp
Institute, i n heustadt. (Termany. until 1950. [ I t . Vogt
came to Caltech in Septemhei. 1950. and ha+ since been
doing work in bacterial genetic'-i.

National Science Foundation
student, at the California Institute
of Technologj and a research fellcnv at the Mount Wilson
and Palomat Ohservatorie:-. are lo receive rational
science Foundation Fellowships tot 1952-5,';.
The) were among 624 person"-,throughout the r o u n t n
who were approved f o i the awards h~ the National h i I G H T E L ~G R A D I AIT

ence Board of which Lalterli President Lee 4. DuRridge
is a mernbei. 01 these. Dl. DuBridge noted. 34 selected
Caltech a- theit intended place of stud?. establishing
the Institute among the first foul in popularit). It was
outranked o n h hi, the University of Chicago. M.1.T.
and Harvard.
Postdoctoral fellowship+ will go to Dan L. Lindslej.
4tomic- Energ1 Commission F ellnu in Biology, who expect< to receive hi* Ph.D. thi, yeai : and Dr. Malcolm
P. Savedoff. 'National Research Council Felloe at the
Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories. Lindsle?
plan" to stud) at Princeton llniversit? and Savedofl at
the University of Leiden. the Netherlands.
Predortoral fellowships go to 17 men. all of whom
plan t o remain a1 Caltech: Robert L. Metzenherg. Jr.
Felsen-hiolorj : jame+ 4. Ihers. Paul J . Shlichta.
:
fold. M altei (.. Hamilton and Joseph Kraut-chemistr!
Norman H . Brook?-, and William 1. R righi. Ji.-engineering: Clarence R. Al1enÃ‘eeolog : Lee M. Sonnehorn. Leorge H. Trilling. Stanlej A. Zwick. Michael
Lohen. R q R . Could. Robert J. Mackin. J i . . Virtoi
A . I. van Lint. and William D. b arters-phvsich.
The National Snenre Foundations predoctoral fellowship- va\ tuition and basic stipend" ranging irom $1400
to $1700. pin- dependence allowances. It- postdoctoral
fellowships have basic stipend- of $3000. pin- depend-

Complete Petroleum and Production
Engineering Service
Subsurface Geology
micro pale onto log^

*

Reservoir Mechanics
Secondary Recover) and Evaluation
Registered Engineel:
Tranr, a leading manutarturel oi an conditioning, heat
ing, ventilating and heat transtei equipment 19 seeking
qualified engineering graduate5 tot interestmg c a r e m with
it6 sale- and home ofhce stafl
Those selected will join the l r a n e ( T r a d u a t ~Training
Program at La Crosse tot an inteneitt training course thai
will prepare them tot responsible positions in La ( r o w 01
n one ol the compant '. 80 sale- office-.. The training period
1'- financed 1 ) ) the compant to make the trainee seli-qnpporting
Men who have completed the I r a n e Graduate Training
Program have established an interesting pattern of s n r c e s
with the companl
Included in this number are the
president and numerou- nthei rompam ohrers. manager
oi a majorit? of the sale- office* and home ohcr sales
divisions
Trane ha" continued to Fro% steadily and at a rate consistent xith hnancial stability. Annual sale- have increased
fourfold in the last ten yeais. J e t thr rompan? continues
to develop new product< -tor nett holds to increase it"
potential husine'i~ opportunitie-i.
Bawd on past record and future possihilitie'-, l r a n r offer'.
von outstanding opportunitk in one ot the fastest growing
industries Foi more intormation write to1 the brochure
' T h e Tranr Graduate Iraming Program." 11 contain6 full
detail. aÃ§ well as a complete financial report of the
compani .

Complete Laboratory Service
Core-Analysis
@
PVT
@
Fractional Analysis
Florent H. Bailh, '27
Rent? Engel, Ph.D. '33
709-711 South Fait Oaks 4venw
SY camore 3-1156
Pasadena 2 California
R l a n 1-8141

. . . AND EQUIPMENT COMPANY
JVlete15 & Controls for Evert Type & Size Boiler
Industrial Instruments and Regulator\
Remote Readmg and Control Systems
Engineered Condensation Diamage & Automatic
Boilei Feedine Systems
Flow and Pressure Regulating Valve Specialties

243q Riverside Drive
Normandl 5190

Lo5 Angeles 39
NOrmandj 7124
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lining for tank cars which is only
l/50th of an inch thick-scarcely more than a film-first made
practicable the shipment of liquid caustic soda in high concentrations without metallic contamination. As numerous processes
necessitate the use of caustic in its purest form, this ColumbiaSouthern development has enabled many companies to effect
economies in their use of this essential raw material.

In spite of its thinness, this patented lining effectively seals the
caustic from the steel of the tank car, and its purity-even at highest
concentrations-is safeguarded throughout transit.
This i s one of a number of notable contributions to industry which
have made Columbia-Southern one of the nation's great producers
of alkalies and related chemicals.

voracious chemical

The usefulness of caustic soda to
industry is based upon this very power
to attack and break down the chemical
structure of many materials. In the
manufacture of rayon, for example,
caustic soda digests and purifies the
cellulose
in the making of soap,
it decomposes fats. This chemical
activity of caustic soda makes it a vital
raw material in a wide variety of
industrial applications, and especially
in the manufacture of other chemicals.

...
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SUBSIDIARY OF PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
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CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

Seminar
ORE TH^A 300 alumni, with theil wive;, and guests.
attended the Fifteenth Annual Seminar ai the Institute
on Saturday. April 12th. hext to last veal'- spectacular
Seminar Da?, when 500 people showed up. it wa-. the
hest-attended Seminal in recent year*. Th? credit goes
to Gerald P. Fostei 40. Directot in Charge; Kenneth
F. Russell '29. Chairman: the Program Committee consisting of C. Vernon Newton '34. Hugh C. Cartel '49.
Ra\ E. Kidd '34. and John C. Stick. Jr. ' 3 5 : E. Harold
(;and> '24. in charge of Public Relations and Printing:
I r a n i E. Alderman 'SO and Herbert C. Worcestel 40.
who handled the Catering: Ctwge (.. Barbel '40. Re+tration: and Ernest R . Hugg '29. Institute Relations.
In thi-i. and the following months. E&S will print a
numhei of the Seminar Da\ talks. Dr. J. L. McIvee's
"Fluorides' appeared in our April issue: Dr. John
\ ^ e i i i "Engineering Crisiq" i" on pare 28 of this. May
issue, and Di. A . J. Haagen-Smit's "Smog Research is
on page 11. Coming u p : Harrison Browns:-,talk on
"Natural Resource;- and Human Population."

Chapter Notes

T

HI.

NEVI\ ORR CHAPTERof the Calteoh Alumni Associ-

ation met on Thursday. April 24. for a dinner meeting
ai Vhvte's Restaurant. L. Winchester Jones. Registrai
and Dean of Admissions at the Institute. was the speaker
of the evening. and talked on "Current Activities at
Tech."

Seminar Day. 1952

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
B O A R D O F DIRECTORS

SECRETARY

PRESIDENT

Robert P Sharp '34

Donald S. d a r k '29

VICE-PRESIDENT

TREASURER

john E. Sherhnrne '34

Henry R, Freeman '25

Theodore C. Coleman '26
Paul Hubat '49
Hallan N. Marsh '22
Gerald P. Foster '40
K. E Kingman '29
William 0. Wetmore '37
Donald C. Tillman '45

ALUMNI CHAPTER OFFICERS
Washington, D. C., Chapter:

New York Chapter:

.'

PRESIDENT

Bake' '
3

Jniierwriters Labs. lnr., 101 Sixth Ave
VICE-PRESIDENT
Erwin Baumgarten '40
Calco Division, American Cvanide Co.. Bound Brook. N . J
SECRETARY-TREASURER

Texas Oil Co

S Kendall Gold '42

Ltd.. 551 Fifth Ave.

San Francisco Chapter:
PRESIDENT
Jerome Kohl '40
Iracerlab In[., 2295 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley
VICE-PRESIDENT
Robert R Bowler '41
California Research Corp., 576 Standard Ave.. Richmond

Arnold L. Grossberg '42
Laliiornia Research Lorp., 576 Standard Ave., Richmond
SECRETARY-TREASURER

The Sari Francisco Chaptei meeh tot lunch at the
Fraternity Club, 345 Bush St., evert Thursday.

(.nmdr Clarenre 4 Riirmistei '2.5
naqt 8 ~ e n d e t i c biirvey
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Charles R. Cutler '45
R 10 World (.enter Building
PRESIDENT

L

s

(

Sacramento Chapter:
Fred Groat '24
California Division of Watei Resources,
Public Works Building
Richard Silberstein '41
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Arthur 4. Sauer, Consulting Structural Engineex.
2203 13th St
PRESIDENT

Chicago Chapter:
PRESIDENT

'Vrmoiii Research Foundation, 35

LeVan Griffi-, '37

I%. 33rd St.

VICE-PRESIDENT
Ehen v e y '41
Tllinoi~Institute of "Jechnolog~,3300 S Federal St.
H a r r ~ s o nLingle '43
SECRETARY-TREASURER
C h e m Burrell Corp., 427 W Randolph St.

1922
L)onuld F ^hugurt is president this \ear
ol the Structural Engineers; Â¥\!->sociatio
of
alifornid. La<t vedr he was president oi.
the Structural Engnieers; Vbhuciation ul
^oathern Lalifornia. Don moved hi5 oflice
to Pasadena over three vedrs dgo, arid
handled the \tructural work tor the retentI Y i umpleted Parish building lor the Pasalend Presbvteridn ( hurch at Colorado and
ilddison Streets. He also handled the de*ign dud i onstruction of the new i itv relube
ludding duck on %uth Rdvmoud 4venue in
Pasddeiia. He is nuvi designing itructures
o r two new buildings at the University oi
( aliforrua at Santa Barbara. The "hugarts
have two vounger children still in school.
Their older daughter, Margaret, now rnarl e d . is teaching school in Duarte: and
their ,on Vlan, also married, m d with a
daughter iiearlv d vear old, is working for
Interndtional Busine5s Mdthines in %nta
Monica.

1925
J. H . Walker. Jr reports that the Walker
Potteries tactorv in Monrovia was totally
destroyed bv hre on February 17th. A new
irid larger plant is duprotn'hing ~ o q d e t i o n
on the -idme "ite, and production 11111 be
lei-umed this month.
Newton Templjri ijas iecently appointed
Divis;iuii Eugineei in !he Construction Dl\ 15iou of the L.
I. ( ountv Road Depai tinent.
f'larerice W ~ ~ i n i a n dEx.,
. is; U U W head ul
the applied ie5edr1h branch ot rhe locket
department at the L'. 5 . v d ~ a lOrdnance
rest Station in Inyokern. Clarence herdine
a gidndfather ietentiv - bv iourtesv ul
his; daughter. Mrs. Shirlev Hentzell. His
-on, Robert, is a sophomore in Burroughs
High '-ichool in China U k e .
Michael C . Brunner is; with the Petroleum %dministration lor Defense in Washington. norking in the Production Division
cis hsistant Director. \lter his grdduation
from Tech in civil engineering, Mike
worked for the Bethlehem Steel Corporation in Pittsburgh and in Los Augeles. In
N26 he went to work tor the exploration
department 01 Shell Oil Company and held
\ arious engineering pos;itions before being
iamed ds;sistant to the president in Sari
Francisco. In 1940 he was transferred to
the Ho~~aiuti,rexds;. dred and made dsststint to the exploration siiaiiager {here. Upun
oiniiig the \ i i i i ~ i i i 1941 he Â¥-rriea5 I dptain 01 t^ngineerb un \ir Foice ronstruction. atid later as illrevtor id resedrch and
t I dining
public dtioiis at the Engineei
'^chuol at Fort Belvoir. He left the arm\
in 1945 \nth the rank ui (olonel. and rpoined Shell Oil at Houston > ~~issistant
s
to
the vice president of exploration and proiluction. In 1947 he became production
iipeiintendent of "'hell in New Mexico and

year later was made production manager
of the Vlidland, Fexas, area. Mike expect?
his present assignment viith the Petroleum
Administratioii tor Defense to terminate
next Ilecember, at which time he'll return
to the Shell Oil Company again.
J

1926
P E. Parker has been made District
Superintendent ol the Vernon Citv District
ill the Southern California Edison Company. He"-, living in Alhambra.
Bruno \thuburum bas recently elerted to
the presidency of the Carl B. King Drilling
Companv of Midland, Fexas;. Bruno loined
the rompany in 1944 as a11 engineering
executive. and was promoted to general
manager in 1949.
Eugene Kirkebv has J ecently iecovered
trom da obscure nervous disease tthich had
afflicted him .ince 1937. I t that time.
while working for the Union Oil Company.
he iound it necessary to give up his fob
and letire from business. 4 year and a
halt ago, he began taking a drug, drtane,
which ?ids brought to his> attention bv an
article in the Su~urduvEvening Post. m d
which helped him enormously. He is now

dhls to take

dti iictive part in funning d
lothing -.tore ttith his brother in his home
town, <an Luis Obispo.

i

1927
V . W w n e Rodger's was lecently elected
president of the Patent Law \ssociation of
Los Yngeles for the next vear. He is now
.
I partner nith ilfred Knight '21 in pdtent
~olicitationwork.

1928
Hurvev E. Bil/ig, Ex.. is iiiediual ~iirector ol the Billig (,linic fur Rehabilitation
in Los Ingeles and Professor of Physical
Rehabilitation at Pepperdine ("ullege. He
is; leaving Vldy 9th tor Europe to give a
-cries of talks tor the International College
of Surgeons. These >+illinclude the pre~eiitation oi a paper at the 8th tnternational \!-sembly of the International College of surgeons, May 19-21, in Madrid,
'ipain. discussing an original new surgical
method tor (orrecting .uigulated bones.

1931
(

uri F I . Overhuge, V1.S. '34. Ph.D. '37.

has been u orking at 1M.l.T.. assisting in the
~5tablishmentol a large \ir Force project,
for over a >ear. He is on leave from the
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(-.oloi Control Lahoraton at Eastman Lodak Lompanx in Rochester, and expects to
he hark there hi summei.

1932
Mill-,h.

Steel Engineel-, the American Institute ol
Mining and Metallurgical Engineeis, the
4merican Sonet> of Testing Materials, and
the British Iron and Steel Institute. He
and his wife and two children live in Mill
hrac, Lalil.

Hodgr M S . '33, i n Industrial
Relation. Superviso~ at the Proctoi and
(ramble iartorj in Long Beach, and direc
1933
tor of the Long Beach Chamhet of ComC. G . Srhulzt has joined the staff 01
merce. Since it'< no loupel h ~ hprofesson
Lentun Engineeis. lnc. in Burbank, a s a
he sax\ hc domg radio and T i servicing
design specialist in the Preliminary Hesign
a-, a hohhi.
Division He i~ spending full time on prnRnhert B. Freeman. M.S. '33 Ph.D. '3ti.
prietari article development.
haq been mad? Assistant to the V i c ~Presi1934
dent in Charge oj Operations of the ( n
hrerett H . Pier died nn April Rth, ol a
himbia-Geneia ilteel Division oi United
hear! attack. at La-. Crucei, NFM Mexico.
State- Steel He started hi" industrial ra
Everett wa% engineei in charge ol elertrii
ren a-i a metallurgi'it at the Torrance
and electronic installation in guided mist.alii.. Rork'-. ot ~.iolumbia,and wa^i tramsiles fox the Santa Monica division of
tvrved to tlw ban F r a n n s w head quart^^\
Douglas Airerait. After paduating irom
nttice in 1938. In 1041 he wa^i named MetalCaltech he wa. employed h\ the Shell Oil
lurgist at the Pittshiirg. Galii.. R o r k i , and
Lompanv in electronic research, and joined
three veais latei became Work. Metalluithc Douglas engineering staft a& a design
g1t.t He was appointed Chief Metallurgical
spenalist in 1Q41.
Enginepi in Novembei, 1948
Jack H q l e ~report", that the\ noii have
Bolt TS a member of the American Iron
tour children: Joanna. Paul. L a m , and
and Steel Institute the American " ~ r w t ~ John, with age5 ranging from six to one
to1 MetaK the 'Vssociation nl Iron and
n the above ordei Evervone i<- doing

vrr: well. with minot exceptions such a'the present, when all four have the measles
Thei have outgrown then house, too, and
have moved to a new one onb a few mile"
awm in Newton Centel. Massachusetts
lark is still with the Transducer Corporation, hut ha6 a new )oh a, Assistani Chief
of Research and Development

1937
Harr) H . (.arrzck M.S '39. hat. heen
transferred a+ Assistant to Superintendent
trom the San Joaquin Division of the Gen
oral Petroleum Corporation to the ~oiithern
Division He will work undei Division
Superintendent E. V . W atts '36.

(.

1939

Howard (rail has recentl? been made
manage1 of the Research and Development
Department of the Engineering Division of
TVlenasco Manuiacturing Company in Butbank,. Mena-co make- hvdraulic aircraft
landing geai. The Grafts with theit three
children-age-. 6. 8, and 10-live in North
Hollvwood.
1. 1. Brnwnc has been promoted to A+sistant to the [Superintendent in the San
loaqinn Division ot the General Petroleum
<,orporation. He will work nuder the Division Superintendent, D. C . Kingman M.S

'29.

1940
Tlnnald H. Kuptrr ia to he married on
June 7th in IAashington. I). L.. to M i s
Romaine Littlefield, a iellm geologist and
member oi the U. S. Geological Survey.
The Kupfers then hope to come to Calitornia and establish a home in the South
land.

1942
Griss Schwarzenbach and hi'- wile have
iu'it completed a trip through Central
America to Peru and back in a private
plane. Criss is still president of Ll. S.
Propellers in Pasadena.

On the ski tow it's the
leather erio of your
ski.
mittens plus tension
controlled by your
hands that helps you
get the most out 0
power.
In modern industry,
the UNI-PULL short
center drive uses leathe

--

trol for long, troublefree power transmission.
That's part of the
reason whv todav there
are more leather be1
drives in industry than
ever before.

1945
Thuvne H I oung married Louise Leai
of Sierra Madre on April 18. Thayne is on
the engineering staft oi the Gu? F. Atkinson Compani now building the neb Lolorado Street bridge in Pasadena; Louise i'-i
a teacher ol corrective speech in the school
for cerebral palsied children in Altadena,
and a graduate of Santa Barbara State
[Iniversitv. Thr couple are living in Sierra
Madre.

1946
Larrv Haupt M.S. '47 and f f a r v e , Lazo
rencr '47 got their picture- in the local
papei in connection with setting up an
amateur radio automatic relay station on
Signal Hill to1 the amateui group participating in Long Beach civil defense.
Richard P. Srhuster Jr. M.S. '49, i~
Plant Managci of U. B. Bra3 Company in
East Los Angeles. He and his wife are

planning to move to Pasadena or Sari
Marino soon.
Bill Bongurdt is still working fur the
L. 4. County Road Department, along with
Mar-bin Blair. '48. M.S. '49. foe Villiurni
"48, M.S. "49. and keveral other recent
Tech grads. His new boss is \ ewtun I'ernpUn '25. The Bongardts moved irito their
new home in North Hollvwood last ?ear.
1947
Donald B. qeuger. M.S., Eiigr. "48. ha\
been an d e r o d ~ n a m l c engineer
~
at Lockheed aircraft in Burbank tor the past three
+ears. He has two hovs, aged 5ix months
lad four years.
Paul Yunkuu'ika~ touk
buhinefi t i i p
Eabt last month, during 1%hivh he -pent i v> ( J
lays with Herman Hvidt " t7 at the Harvard
ihaduate Business ^rhool.
John Pettier. MS.. married Barbard
i7uok on March 14. Barbara ^a5 secretary
to Dr. Irving P. Krick 1%hen K ~ i c kdirected
the Caltech Meteorologicdl Department.

The Pettlevs are living on the Webb h h o u l
( ampus in Claremont where iohn i-i teaching.
Darwin L. Freebairn, Jr., was married in
St. Louis on March 13 to Margaret Cain.
They honevmooned in VIexico City and
are now living at %inset Beach, Calif.

1948
Ll. U r . Ru hard I. Vfuddiix. 14.5.. d t e r
eceiving his degree at ('aitech, ~ e n ito
work tur the Calitornia Research ( orporation at La Habra ab kssiktant Research
Phybicist on self-potentials in bell bore's.
He Ã§a rei'alled to active tluty in the Naty
iu Julv. Iq51, and assigned JS Executive
O h e i on the U.5.b. Pnckett. a 2100-ton
le\trover now in Bobtoii, Mass. Dick ha?
been ordered to duty with the Office ol
Naval Research next muiith in the ( o~itrol
Devices ^ertiuri, so the Maddoxes expect
to be ("itablished in Wabhington, D. P. h\
Julv. Thev have ihree rhildren-Uanielle.
5: Maiya, 5: and Brian, 7 months.

I.

Â

Designers and Builders of qpecial Machinery and Tools
4lso General Machine Work
Compton. California
13409 5. Alameda Street
Phones: NEvada ft-2707 - NEwmark 1-3190

1949

ATKINSON

LABORATORY

CALIFORNIA
Pho~ographic
Chemicals

N
FE INS
234 E. Colorado Street

General Offices: 816 West Fifth Street, Los Angeles 17
Regional Offices in
Los Angeles San Francisco Portland <rattle New York

FUR

SYramore 2-7141

NG

vnce WO
( .hemists-Engineers
Chemical and Physical Testing Laboratories
920 Saritee Street
Lob ingeles 15, California
^Ternher 4mer;cun Coun(t1 fit Commercial Laborator~e'i

PANY
SEISMIC & GRAVITY EXPLORATION SERVICE
Pasadena 1, Calif.

Eiitate Planning

N
E

Y
Pasadena 1, Calif.
Ryan 1-6191

OF PASADENA

ORIENTAL RUG EXPERTS
312 N. Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena 8, Calif.
Sycamore 3-0734

595 East Colorado Street

Annuities

0.

William W. Moore '33

Soil Mechanics Investigations

Y

Hair[,

LOS ANGELES
Photographic
Research

Life Insurance

Trent R. Dames '33

.

idurn& i t as tiidrrled in lanuaiv. 1951, and now has a five-inunth-old
-'on. Harris is (hief engineer of the El Rd-v
Motor ( ompany in Lo5 t~igeles,nhere thev
iesign and iiidnufarture tractional H P mo(

RALPH B. ATKINSON '30

A

RU

Frank Tunglcn, M.S., has qven up his
u b as 3upervisor ol tesiting at Caltech".
Cooperative Wind Tunnel to accept a job
ecruiting gudts for Kured. (Thdt'h rightgoats). The new job is held representative
#or ,;n olganization known as "Heifers dnd
Goats for Reliel," directed by Rev. David
E. horcross ol Pasadena. Milk goats and
breeding \tack â€˜i to be distributed directv to needv Kolean families to ineel the
rnuunting hunger problem there. Frank it>
nuw I oncentrating on -Pcuring the sponsoi'ihip ol interfaith rhurch groups, kervit-e
ilubs, 4-H Llubs, etr. "I think bv wch
grass-root gestures ot goodwill toward other
peoples of ihe hot Id. we can alleviate the
l)d5ic i
ol Ã§ar, Frank kavs.

455 EL DORADO, PASADENA 5, CALIFORNIA

1

TRUESDAIL LABORATORIES, INC.
CHEMISTS - BACTERIOLOGIST'-; - FNGINEl'RS
Consultation, Research and Testing
a 0 1 N. Figueroa St., L. 1. 65 - CApitol 4148
C. E. P. Jeffrevs, Ph.D. '31
Technical Director
Charter Mbr , Imer~cunCount il of Cornmrrnil Laboratories

Sycamore 3-1171
Books & Stationery
169 E. Colorado Street
Pasadena

Ryan 1-6669
Office Equipment
1271 E. Colorado Street
Pasadena
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A
June 4

Annual Meeting

June 2 9

Family Picnic at M i . Wilson

N

0
June 5

4 : 0 0 p.m.

Reception fog Class of '52

June 6

4 . 3 0 p.m.

Commencement Exercises

President

5

Home

A

A

BASEBALL
M a y 17

2;15 p.m.

Varsity VS. Occidental

May 23

9 : 0 0 a.m

All-Conference Tournament

of Occidentol

GOLF
at Whittier

FRIDAY EVENING DEMONSTtRATION LECTURES
7:30 P.M. - 201 BRIDGE
M a y 16

"Nuclear

May 23

"Animal Reproduction"

Physics'

by Prof. R. F. Bacher
b y Prof. D. W . Bishop
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tor$ hoth to! civilian and ioi militan uses
H m d i f,. Mnrtel recenth received one of
eight fellowships awarded
the Radio
Corporation of America to graduate student- at designated universitiei- who ' dl%
plat outstanding ability in fields ot stud\
related to radio. teletisinn. and electronic*\
4 t Caltech the RCA grant 1'. made annualIT to support a eraduatp fellowship in the
Department nt Electrical Engineering.
Hard1 received his M.5. iron1 M.I.T. in
1950. and 1~ continuing work toward hi"
doctorate in E.E herc a! the Institute
Fred 1. hellerk is completing his second
vear ol graduate work a- a research stafi
member in the Caltech Chemical Engineel
ing Department. having spent his farst yeat
with the Standard Perlite Corporation in
Pasadena. H e expect', to m a r n Phyllis M i
1)owell. Scripp- '4h. thiq summer.
H e n r ) Fascia Jr.. ha- been working foi
the Caltech let Propulsion Lab tor two
vear-i, a i a development engineer in thr
design and development section. Hc report< that he'q still single

1950
Rohert I,. Stert i;- now a design engineei
tot the Radioplane Company in \ a n Nuy..
Prioi to thii he worked ai the Hydraulic
Re-parch and Manufacturing Compan? in
Burhank Hi< oldest son B o b h ~ .was horn
i n Octnhei, 1950 and Ricki wak born last
N ovemhei .
.lei r 1 Mattheu ha< announred hi< engagement to Margaret lohnson who will
graduate from Redlands Dniveisitv thi1u n c j e r n 1. in Ins first year oi medical
school a t S. C . The? plan to be married
in 111m 1953
i

1951
Agricultural Equipmen
Aircraft
Air Conditionin
Automotive
Construction Machine
Electric Motors
Household Appliances
Instruments
Machine Tools
Portable Power Tools
Textile Machinery
Wood Working Machinery

The most complete line of ball bearings and power
transmission units in America. The Fafnir Bearin

lames T. Lusrnmhr has rerenth heen
appointed District Representative ot the
Gulf (,oa'~tStates ioi the Beckman Scientihc Instrument C o m p a n ~ He'b working
out of Houston, Texas.
Ma10r lames C. Norris, Jr. is Execiitite
Officer of the First Provisional Marine
Guided Missile Battalion at the Naval Ord
nanre Test Station in China Lake. On April
21 the Norrise< had a neu daughtei
Elizabeth Anne Their son Jimm?, 1'- noii
v v e n vears old
Rnval S. Foote. M.S.. now holds the position of Staff Geophvsiast Raw Material'Branch. Atnmir Energv Lommission. Hr 1're~ponsible lot the instigation and supeiMsinn of geophysical research p r o i e c t ~con
nected with the 4EC s uranium prospect
mg program. His present headquarter- are
in Neii 'rork Citi. hilt about 40 percent ot
hie time is spent in travel. He is also continuing work toward hie Ph.D. at Columhia
llniversit?. The Foote famil5 no- numhei.
threr with the recent addition of a hahx
girl, Alison.

I

All kinds of engineering jobs call for photography --.
.

,

Let's say you're going to engineer tomorrow's global transportation
systems-explore inaccessible areas for new mineral deposits-or that
you'll design a new machine or product. All along the engineering
way, you'll find photography playing an important part.
Photography can help you choose a site through aerial photograph
I t helps you analyze structural stresses by studies of plastic models I
polarized light. It provides information on metal strength and struc*
ture through x-ray diffraction and photomicrography. It prov
rapidmeans of reproducing engineering drawings full-size-or I
mg them to mere frames on microfilm for safe, easy storage and read
reference.
Applying photography to engineering and engineering to photography have become specialties in themselves. This has led graduates in
the physical sciences and in engineering to find positions with the
Eastman Kodak Company. If you are interested, write to Business and
Technical Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak Compan:
Rochester 4, New York.
. a '.

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

',

e s industrial, commercial and scientific progress
Photogromme~ry-the technic of surveying by
photography-provides essential information for
world-wide planning of airports, pipe lines, conveyor
systems, mineral and oil development, and a l l h d s of
engineering Â¥undertakings

..
1
,
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WE ASKED GRADUATES T E N YEARS OUT OF COLLEGE:

WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST TO MEN
NOW PLANNING THEIR CAREERS?

" T h e advice should go bad to the sophomore level and it
would be to takeas manyfundainental engineering courses as
possib~e instead of 8peciaIizing in one field during junior
and senior years. T h e specialization will come as a matter of
course due to participation in a phase of engineedng occupation after graduation."
"

Obtain working experience in all the Jobs you think you know
nothing about and avoid your primary interest the first year
out of college. Ignore geographic location when selecting a
lob. Even Schenectady is an enjoyable place to live when you've
been there long enough to know how to appreciate it. Respect
and admire your boss or change bosses."

"Too many of today's graduates are hypnotized by the glamor
fields of rockets, jcts, etc., whereas they are overlooking good
opportunities in the old standard lines."
"Come with G.E., take advantage of opportunity to find field
of most interest and possible reward. Don't jump to any foregone conclusions, and don't hurry to find a 'permanent' job."

"This is for freshmen

. . .toGofundamentala
to a school that will give
of phyrics. math,

an excellent background

YOU

mechanics, and materials. Spend at least 25 to 30% of your
t b ~ ,in the d y of humanities. Forget abn,,t -&ine
.hop

and drawing courses and practical application. Get your practical experience eventually from a company. In a few years
you will be worth 10 times more to them and yournelf than
the so-called practical student."
"Be thoroughly grounded in engineering fundamentals Experiment in your hkes and dislikes by trying several lobs.
Work for a company that helps you do this."

"I thinlf the Gmenil Electric Toit Engineering Program is the
ideal employment for the graduate engineer. He should spend
the full time on Test with many assignments to obtain the
background that will be of utmost value to him."

"Don't specialize too much. Get your fill of math, physics,
and s*ca''ed libera' arts'''
"Don't be afraid to change either training or vocation if you
find ym don,t
it.,,
"Get a line of work in which you are sincerely interested; it
should be a pleasure to get up and go to work in the morning."
"It is a rare thine, one to be cherished AS a golden opwrtunity,
to be able to move around on rotation, hmk over the best
facilities and opportunitie~of a comnanv and therchv he ohlto make a much move considered choice of whe&,-&&il;,to
work. These things are all possible on the G-E'Tp-st Course."
"The most pleasant life seems to be in the sales end of the
business. This is what I would tell the college men to strive for if
he is fitted for sales work."

'If you don't find your work interesting after five years or
rewarded with responsibility and money after 10 year-uit."

"I have worked with hundreds of young fellows since I was

onlya few of them knew exactly what
they wanted a year or even two years after graduation. One
advantage of working with a large company is that it gives
them an opportunity to observe a broad field of activitieseverything from betatrons to garbage disposers-]ocomotives
to guided missiles. The most important thing in selecting a job
is choosing one that will keep the individuals happy, contented
and satisfied."
on & T~~program.

"Get with the companythat offers the best training program
+he longer the better.

"G-E Test is the best way to spend first 2 years after schoolparticularly if the graduate is undecided as to his field."
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